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A thttls •ntitltd "MXO&OWATB SPSCTBA Of POLyATOMIO MOLECULES" 
•utoaittcd to th9 AXlgarh liuallm UziiT«r«ltyt India, in parti* 
al foAfiXftant of tlia reqiiiremanta for tlie award of tha 
Dagraa of Poetor of Philoaophy^ daaeritoaa in four Ohaptara* 
th9 txpariaantaX o^atrrationa and diaeuoaiona tharton, on 
tha mierowaTa apaotra of tliraa polyatomio molaoulaa. 
Miorowava •pactroaeopy dataa teok to 1934t whan 
OXaaten and WiXliaaa obaarrad for tha firat tima, tha 
inraraion fraquancy of aaaonia in tha miorowara ragion. 
Sinea 1946» thia )>raneh of apaetrosoopy haa davaXopad 
rapidXy and haa jriaXdad aany vaXuahXa information ahout 
tha propartiaa of moXaouXaSf Xika tha praeise structure of 
•oXaeuXas within ahout 2 par eant or hattar, oentrifugaX 
diatortion oonatantat dipoXa momanta, nucXaar nomanta and 
apina, quadrupoXa eoupXing oonatanta^ f«aquanoiaa of 
TihrationaX modaa and ^- typa douhXing. Turthart tha 
mierowaTO apactromatar with ita diatinguiahing faatura of 
axeaptionaXXy high rasoXutioni aarrea aa an exoaXXant tooX 
in tha atudy of tho intaraetion of intamaX rotation with 
tha 0Tar*aXX rotation in aoXaouXaa* Both tha Stark and Zaaaan 
affaota haya \>%9& obaarrad in tha aiorowaya ragion and tha 
formar haa haan axtanaiTaXy uaad in tha study of tha micro*-
wara apaotra* AXao, tha apeotraX fraquanciaa in tha micro* 
wara ragion aarra aa a eontroXXing panduXum in atomic oXoeka. 
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The experimental teohnique used in the otudy of the 
miorowave apeotra of Methonal-d^t !£ert» butyl Ohioride and 
Sriohloroaoetonitille has been described in Chapter I of 
this thesis. She 100 Xo Stark Modiaation Speotrometer, 
both the reoording and non-reoording type, described here 
is essentially the same as that used by earlier m>r.1cer8« 
Frequency meaeurament using known speotral lines as secondary 
standards is also being given in this Chapter, 
The miorowave spectrum of methyl alcohol has been of 
great interest to many investigators, for moi*e tlian two 
decades. It has given impetus to a theoretical approach 
to the problem of hindered rotation in molecules. The 
microwave spectra of many isotopio species of methyl alcohol 
has been studied by several workers earlier. The «r » 0 •> 1 
transitions in six isctopic species of methyl alcohol has 
been observed by Venlcateswarlu, Bd\¥ards and (Jordy and in 
five of them as doublets. These doublets are due to the 
splitting of the anergy levels due to the interaction of 
the relative rotations of the methyl and hydroxyl groups. 
But in one of the six species, i.e. in the oomplftel^ 
deutarated species, only singlets have b^ gen observed in 
the ground, first and second excited states. In the present 
work, the microwave spectrum of OD«OD has been studied in 
the region 18 to 33 KMc/sec and one hundred and eleven new 
transitions have been observed, for the first time. Many of 
them have been satisfactorily analysed here from the stjudy 
5 
of the Stark patterns oljserred in them, A line at 37»280.0 
Mo/seo hBB been observed for the first time, with only one 
aeoond order Stark component* In Chapter II, the assignment 
of this line to the so far tmobaerred member of the doublet 
of the J a 0 -^  1 transition of OD-OB, in the ground state, 
'Sthe doublet separation of 481 Mo/seo is oonsistont with the 
prediction of Swalen and supports the thinking that an 
accidental degeneracy ooours between the K » 0 and K » 1 
lerels, 
Chapter III deals with the miorov/ave spectrum, mole-
cular structure, and internal rotation in 5)ert,butyl chloride. 
Apart from the transitions in the ground state, a large number 
of satellite lines have been observed for the first time, in 
each of the trp^sitions studied in the region 20 to 37 KMo/seo. 
In the case of (GH^)-O^^Ol, most of them have been analysed 
by studying the spectrum at two different tomperatures, 
fhe vibrational frequencies of the torsional (t), skeletal 
rooking (P) «aid framo work deformation (6) modes have been 
obtained from the relative intensity measurements, Ihey arst 
'^^^ 2201 ^^ « 258, o^^e 300 and -Vg^ - 370 om"^, ?rom the 
frequencies of the torsional modes ( % and t ) and the 
molecular structure, the height of the barrier hindering the 
internal rotation of the methyl groups about their symmetry 
axes has been found to be 1290 om'^ From the observed B^, 
values in the four isotopio species studied, the r^ structure 
of the moleciae has been obtained and this agrees well with 
*^at Obtained by oth* 
oy other workers. 
The lalorowave ape tw 
« bond aietanoe (1.153 ^ , ,^^ "•""• ^"^^^ (1.46A) 
group has been ^^ . ^ ® structure o^ *.u 
o®en found to be un«^^^ ^ ^^® ^ "i, 
"" t by the autho, **^^ tJ'esla iiao K 
^•Partaent. Xn^^ I n , t l t „ ! ' " ' " ' ^''^ ^^olo. 
o«»erly Of the Pi^ygi^^ ^^^ ^ ^^'^ ^«^Pur, i n ^ a 
KiatdWAtB (mmsji Of f oiiiAf OHIO iioi>iein*is 
A* 8UIBAB4JUUiJI» K»«e., CAllgMrki} 
SlMsls mtadtt*d la partial falfUsa&t of 
tlM r«qL«ixasisla tor tba «««r4 of -ibo 
Bagyaa of 3^etor of fhiliOWQphy of 
t I H I j | • 
1 9 « 7 
G«Ytlfi«d thmt tlM irorlc py«««iitt4 ia this thtsitt 
done 
i s th* e^giasl tuovk 9t Sturi A.*3iuiA«ra fiajaby^in this 
Iiftltovatexyf aaHOy imitv tba sttpaxrisiott of Prof•••ov 
Putoluk ToBkatoflvarltt* lAillo lio nas a &oador ia P^aieai 
ia tliia Dopartmoal* 
'f-ou^ f\y\ 
y jtB f A 0 g 
0X««t9a and flXlluM «k««rr«4 for %&• fivat tia«t th* 
ikiMsptida «f o«a:%lji«ty« railatlea In uwoaia* Sia«« 
t9if» tblB )»riiMli of spoetrostopy b»s d«T*lopod rapidly 
aad liat |ri«Xd«d iraluaiao iafavaatloa alMut th9 prop«rtit« 
•f »oX««iiX«Sf l ikt fli* p]p««l«« vtrattt«v« vitMa a1>out S 
ptir «•»! •» %tttMr» •«»t»iflig«3. dlstortioa •oaataattt 
fuAdvapoXt •oapliBf •oattMi'lai a««Xoar apias aad aoatatSt 
f7«fa«a«lta of TitoatloaaX aodta tad 8 * typ* doutoXiag. 
fortlMYf tM «ieM««?« •p«etyim«t«r witli i t s dlstlagiilsMac 
f tatay* af axaoptlaaally b i ^ vaaalutiaay aaFras as aa 
aiMalXaat taal ia %2ia atady af t ^ lataraatioa ot tha latav* 
aal votatiaa with tlM 0Tav"<aXl xatatioa la a aolaeaXa* Both 
tlia atark aad Sawun afjtaeta hmw 1»aaa e^aarrad ia tba aioxo* 
waTa jragiaa aad thj§ fozaar ia liaiac axtaaaiTaly aaad ia tlw 
atady of tba aiavovaira apaetza of aoXaaulaa* fhia thaaia 
aatitXad mxOBOffATB S?Mf&d Of POIiIdS<»IXO lOLXOQIiKI* 
aoaoasaa itaaXf ultli tha azpayiaaataX ahaasfatieaa of tha 
aathOY aa tha aiavoaaTa apaatva of ]lathaaaX<»d^ » f artiary 
hatyX ahXovida aad fviahXovoaoatoaitriXa aad diaouaaioaa 
thavooa. 
tha aaaaaaaiy aa^aviaaataX taehaitao ra^uirad for 
tha atady of tha aiasrovaTO apaetra ia tha gaaaoua phaaa 
li 
luM been pveaeated IB Qhas*w I« Thit 100 Ke Stirlc Hodolar 
tiOB 9p«ot7ra«t«s at80zil»«& 10 088«iiti«IX2r tlw sase M 
thorn used l>y eazOier ivorkers* KtooiufoM&t of f^^tsAl*! 
of •porlMl ItwtBy using fz0q(ao&9iO8 of IEBOWEI 8p9otrc3. 
XiiMs M teeoiiiazjr standards la aXao iMiag giTon in tlia 
firat aiuiptaip* 
flia Biaxewasra a^aotrom of »at^3. alooliol haa baan 
of gzaat intaraat fox aoire than tffo daaadta* It liaa gliran 
impatiia to » tliao«*tioa3. i^psoaoh to tha pvoblam of Mndoxad 
notation* fha mlozowava «I>a9tva of many iaotopio apaaiaa 
of metlijrl al«o2iol haa liaon atudiad by umtvwl workera aar* 
Xia3?» fha i m Q 'f X tvanaltiona in aix iaotopio apaaiaa 
had baan obaasrod by TankateawarlUf Bdnsrda and dordy in 
X935t aa donbXata in the gsound# the tirat and tha aeoond 
axoitad toreional atataa* But in ana of tham« i.a* in tha 
aanplateXy dautavatad apaaiaat only aiagleta had bean 
obaarvad by than. In the piPoaent iver)c» tha miorowaTa 
apaotzuB of aathonal^d^ haa baan atudiad in the xagion 18 
to 38 Ofo/aao aoA one hundred and eXeren new lines have 
been obaerved for the fivat tiiBa* Many of ^MB have baan 
aatiafaetojeily «ialysed hare froB the atudy of Stark 
pattazB* A UBe at 37f 280*0 lto/0o« haa baan obaerred for 
the flrat tiaa mA haa only one aeoond order Stark ooaponent. 
la Ohi^ter Ht the aasigaBent of thia line to the ao far 
unobaerved doublet member of the ^ m Q ^%^ SoO^^Of 
n * 0 *» 0 and % "^ % traxiaition in OB«OB|«^  the doublet 
iil 
Mparatlon of 4 ^ He/seo i s ooasiateB^ ulth %b» pseaiettd 
TaXtt« of aibout 500 So/ooo ^ SvaXoa* 
Slu^tor i n d«al0 witix tlio iiiioroir»re p^eo-fcTtii&f 
ooXoouL«r strootuyo «Ml intoxmal lotatloa in fertlaary l^ptyl 
oliloxido* Apart from tho traasl'tioxui 1& tho gzouad statOp 
a largo auBbar of aatoXU'la liaaa haem h—n ol^ aorvoA ia 
990h transition* Moat of thmg liava baea anaXyaadi in tha 
o » . ot ( 0 H , ) ^ ' % . by .t.<yin< tb. .p.ot»>» . t t«0 U f f -
rent tasparatnraa* IProm tlia relatiTo intenaitiea of tiia 
aataXlita Xinaa» tha 'rLl)rationaX fraqeaonoiaa of tha teraionaX» 
alcaXataX rooJcing and fraaan^i^ doformation »odaa hara %aen 
olttalnad* Shay ara "^ v^* 2S0 an • § H*r 258 an 'i '^ »^ 500 an*^ 
and "^s- m 57f ^ *« fb* iuumoaio petantiaX aonatanta olitainad 
ara K *» 5B20 anT^ and 1* « - 5@0 «a'*^ » tha vaXua of S giyaa 
tha haight of tha harziar hindering tha toraionaX aotiona 
of tha iBOthyX groupa about thalr ayBoaatxy aaeaa aa 1290 ata* .^ 
Iron tha ohaerrad B^  TaXuaat tha r^ atruatnra of tha Sort, 
htttyX ohXoieida noXaauXa haa )i9mi datamiaad* Sha atrueto-
raX partfiatara ara t % , ^ * I»79X If •^  00*0 • XXO^  aad 
%«@t * 1»536 A nith tha aaaomad raXnaa of tiro othar para* 
aetarat dg^ » X*09 A and 4C HOH * 109^28* • Zhia atroatura 
agraaa fairXy naXX with that obtained hy othar fforkara* 
9ha aoXeoiaar atruetura of tziohXasoaoetonitxiXa haa 
heen dataznlnad from a atady of tha miorowaTa apaatra of 
two iaotopia apaeiea* fha paranatara are d^ ^^ ^^  « X«773. A| 
-i QOQX m 108°52», clg^ « (1.46A) and d^ j^j « (1.158 A), 
Ihe Btruoture of the 001, group has "been found to be irn* 
altered I>]| aubstitutlon at the carbon atom. She miorowaye 
spectra of the two Isotopic species of OOl-OK, its structure 
and a discussion on the 0O1« atruoture along ^ t h an anology 
of the 0P« structure* which has also been found to be un-
altered by the substitution at the carbon atom, are presen-
ted in Chapter XT* She spectrum and structure of this 
molecule has also been compared with that of the earlier 
workers and the improyements made in the present work have 
also been discussed* 
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She Stark KoSuXatlon Sp«otros«ter umd for tht stvL^ 
of Biorowsra speo-lra of moleomloa la. gaaooua atatt i s 
deaozlliod* Zha mathod of fxaqiiaaoy Baaaurameat by mixing 
the vaoimQim miorowora fraqaencty with a ata&dard fraquanoy 
ataibiliaad by apaotraX li&aa of knoim fra<|uanoy ia alao 
giyan* 

1. THE SPSCTROMETEE. 
The microwave spectrometer used for the study of the 
speotra of different polyatomic molecules presented in the 
following chapters, is one of the conventional types ^ -
a 100 Ko. Stark Modulation Spectrometer. The spectrometer 
essentially, consists of - (i) the klystron source, 
(ii) the absorption cell, (iii) detecting system, (i-v) the 
modulating source and (v) frequency measuirlng equipment. 
She ahsorption cell and most of the waveguide components, 
like Bethehole couplers, transition sections, crystal mounts, 
magic tees, "bends and attenuators etc., have heen fabricated 
in the laboratory. 
The absorption cell used in the spectrometer is a 10 ft. 
long X-band waveguide, provided with a central electrode 
running parallel to the broad side of the guide. This 
electrode - Stark septum - is supported in the grooves 
milled in insulators such as Teflon. Electrical connections 
to the Stark septum is taken through a vacuim seal in the 
side wall of the guide. Pig. 1 shows a cross-section of 
the absorption cell, showing the position of the septum and 
the electrical connection to it. Transition sections X - K 
band are connected at either end of the cell. The cell is 
+ The designation of the waveguides are as given in Ref.4, 
F I G . a W A V E G U I D E C O M P O M E N T S 
( FEBRICATED L O C A U L Y ) 
d. ^ - BAND CRYSTAL MOUNT 
b K - BAND MAGIC TEE 
CScd J - BAND BENDS 
e X - K TRAMSITION SECTION 
? k - BAND BETHE HOUE COUPLER 
sealed on both sides after the transition sections with 
fine mica windows and lead gaskets. The oell is connected 
to the high vacuum system, sample tubes and pressure meas-
uring devices through Kovar seal connection. 
r 
Reflex Klystrons, bought from M/s. Raytheon Manufactu-
ring Company, U.S.A., have been used to cover the frequency 
region 18,000 to 40,000 Me/sec. They have been used along 
with a PRD"*" Power supply, type 801 A, for which power is 
fed through a voltage stabilizer. The cell has been conn-
ected to the microwave source through flap attenuators 
and a Bethe-hole coupler for power and frequency monitoring. 
A cavity wavemeter and a matching crystal mount have been 
connected on either side of the auxilliary guide of the 
Bethe-hole coupler . The other end of the cell has been 
connected to a suitable crystal mount, through appropriate 
transition sections, if necessary. Many of the microwave 
components used in the set up are shown in Pig,2. Silicon 
crystal rectifiers, such as 1N26 and 1153 have been used 
as detectors, in the region 18,000 to 26,500 Mo/sec.ona 26/5^ ^ "^  
4i>,ot)9Mt.)ie<:, respectively. 
The Stark septum is connected to a source of 100 Kc. 
square wave generator - Stsork Modulator - bought commerci-
ally. Hedriok-' designed originally such a squsire wave 
generator and the one used is a modification of the same. 
+ Polytechnique Research and Development Co., Inc., U.S.A. 
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The Stark modulator used, yields continuously variaWe 
voltage from 0 to 1200 Volts across the cell, zero based 
at all voltages. The Stark voltage oould be made to swing 
above and below zero by switching off the clamping diode, 
Shis provision helps in distinguishing an absorption line 
from reflections. The swinging of the Stark voltage with 
center zero causes an absorption line to disappear leaving 
the reflections unaffected. The advantages of using Stark 
modulation are manifold. It helps in assigning the lines 
observed from the niuaber and intensities of the Stark 
components? in having a higher sensitivity for the Spectro-
meter compared to other simpler methods and in allowing the 
use of a r.f* tuned amplifier, thereby avoiding the low 
6 frequency noises . However, the modulating frequency 
sets the ultimate resolution of the spectrometer. 
'•The Stark modulation spectrometer can either be used 
as a non-recording type of spectrometer or as an automatic 
recording one, 
(i) HOF-EEOORDIHG SPEOTROMSTIJRi 
The block diagram of the non-recording spectrometer 
is shown in Pig. 3» ^he detected microwave power by the 
crystal rectifier X^, after transmission through the 
absorption cell containing the sample gas undar study, is 
fed to a low freqiiency receiver, such as a Ifational HRO - 60, 
tuned to the modulating frequency. The output of the 
receiver is fed to one of the Y-plates of a double beam 
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Oacillosoope ( Dumont 322 ) , the o the r Y-pla tes of which 
are fed with the output from the c r y s t a l r e c t i f i e r X-, 
connected to the Bethe-hole coupler , d isp laying the 
k ly s t ron mode. She k ly s t ron mode i s swept over to aTjout 
40 to 60 Mc/seo. "by applying a low sawtooth r o l a t g e on 
the r e f l e c t o r of the k l y s t r o n . The osc i l loscope i s synch-
ronized with the same sawtooth frequenc;y. A l a rge enougii 
Stark vol tage i s appl ied to the c e l l so tha t the Stark 
components of the l i n e s are d isplaced more than the l i n e 
wid th . Ihe r o t a t i o n a l t r a n s i t i o n s and t h e i r Stark compo-
nents are d i s t ingu i shed from each o ther by slowly increas ing 
the Stark vo l t age , when only the Stark components get d i s -
placed or resolved, l eav ing the o the r undis turbed . 
( i i ) AUIOHA'X 10 HSOORDING SPSOTROMEITBRt 
In the automatic recording spectrometer , the hlook 
diagram of which i s shown i n F i g . 4 . , the c r y s t a l output 
from X, i s fed to a 100 Ko. Look- in-ampl i f ier , coupled 
to a phase s h i f t e r . The phase s ens i t i ve l ock - in -de t eo to r 
i s aynchronissed with 100 Ko. s ine wave of about 300 Vol t s , 
2he output of the phase s e n s i t i v e l o c k - i n - d e t e c t o r i s 
recorded on an B s t e r l i n e Angus 3X3 railliammeter r eco rde r . 
While r ecord ing , the sawtooth sweep on tho k lys t ron i s 
removed and the k lys t ron i s tuned slowly by coupling the 
mechanical tuner of the k ly s t ron to a synchronous motor 
and gear assembly. The phase s e n s i t i v e de t ec to r i n v e r t s 
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t]i9 Starlc oomponents relative %o the line. 
The zotational -feraaaitions of a moleoulet in the gas-
eoua state, oassi \m obserred by uai2ig either of these two 
speotroraeters. But if» however, the molecule is mi assy-
lametrie top, the Stark oofflponenta are to be resolred, 
before one can assign the lower J and A J ralues for the 
transition observed* ind also, if the transition observed 
has hyperfine stnieture, then the automatic recording 
spectrometer is used. 
AppzoadLmate frequencies of the lines are first aeas** 
ured with suitable cavity wavemetere, by juxtaposing the 
waveseter absorption pip on the peak of '^e line* A PBD 
568B type wavemeter is used in the region 18|000 to 22,000 
Mo/sec, while Sperry types 349 A and 350 A are used in the 
regions 22,000 to 26,500 Ho/sec. and 26,500 to 39#000 Mo/sec. 
respectively. Accurate frequency measurem^its are made by 
using frequencies of spectral lines or their haxiaonicB 
as secondary standards** . 
for this purpose, two speotrometers are used simul-
taneously, ^ e block diagram of such a set-up is shown 
in fig. 5* ^he Standard Speotrometer V is uAed to 
observe tl^ known spectral lines ( mostly of Ammonia, 
Methyl alcohol and methylamine ), which are used as 
seoondary standards. Lines of unknoum frequencies are 
obaerrad in the spectrometer "B', referred to as a 
''Searoh Spectrometer • Small aBU>uuts of power from both 
the spectzometersjare talcon throiigh appropriate tees and 
bends ( xiot shown in the blook diagram ) and are mixed in 
a magic tee ( please see inset in Fig. 5* )• C^he arms 2 
and 3 of the hybrid tee axe connected to crystal mixers 
( 2^ ). She magie tee helps in having a balanced mixer and 
also helps to isolate the two sources^* She mixer output 
gires the beat frequencies of the two sources. 
Knowing the ^proximata frequency of the line to be 
measuredy from the wavemeter setting^ a speotral line of 
known frequenoy, which is within a range of about ^ 250 
Mo/sec. from the unknown frequenoyt 1^ ohosen as standard. 
She source of the standard spectrometer is stabilised at 
the frequenoy of the ohosen spectral line. She crystal 
output from X^ is fed to a comrnunication receiver such 
as Halliorafters 3X - 62 A., the output of ndiioh is fed to 
one channel of the double beam oscilloscope. She linoy 
whose frequenoy is to be measured, is displayed on the 
other channel of the oseillosoope. She crystal output 
appears as a marker whenerer one of the beat frequencies 
from the mixer corresponds to the frequency setting of the 
reoeirer. She receiver is tuned td.ll the marker coincides 
with ^ e peak of the line to be measured. She receiver 
used is capable of measuring upto 110 Mo/sec. Whenever 
s 
It i« neoeaaary to meamtre the beat frequenoies beyond 
110 M^aeo. upto about 250 M^seo«, anr.f* signal gene-
rator, suoh as General radio model GE - 1001 A* is uaed 
in euoh a way tliat its fundamental or harmonic beats 
with the beat fre(|uenoy of t&e two sources. She reoeirer 
and the signal generator are calibrated with a d& type 
620 A heterodyne freq[ueney meter* 
If the unloiown frequency is f and that of the 
standard is 1^% then 
r «— » 0 s '' 
i^ere f is calibrated fre^ jueney of the reoeirer setting* 
lh@n the signal generator is also usod with a setting of 
calibrated frequency f^ * then 
f V " ± (*«-*«) ^  a'. r * 
!£he order of harmonlo of the signal generator, n, is 
determined by finding the number of markers ine to 
signel generator between the markier due to the receiver 
getting and that coinciding with the line* 
fhe precision in this method of frequenoy measurement 
depends on, the sharpness of the spectral line to be meas-
ured and that of '&e standard line, the pass band of the 
receiyer and the signal generator settings and ultimately 
on how accurately, the frequency of the standard line 
chosen has been measured* She probable error in these 
measui'ements is IselleYed to be jt 0.3 Mo/seo. In the 
tables of obeerred frequenolee presented In the subse-
quent ohiaptera, the error inrolved in the reported 
fre^enoles is jr^ 0«5 Mo/seo* unless otherwise stated. 
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OHAPaJBR I I 
MICBDWAVB SPEOIRUM OF MBTHOHAL -> d^ 
ABSSEAOO) 
She aiioroware spectrum of iaethonal-*d. (GD^OS) has 
been studied in the region 16,000 to 38,000 Ho/seo. 116 
l ines hai^ e been observed and axe recorded using a 100 Ko 
Stark Kodulation Speotrograph* Exoept for seven l ines , 
the rest have been observed here for the f i r s t time. 
Many of the l ines observed, have been satisfactorily 
analysed here, from a study of their recorded Stark 
patterns. A line at 57,280*0 Ho/seo has been observed 
for the f irs t tims, whioh has only one Stark oomponent 
on i t s high freq.uenoy side* fhis has been assigned to the 
transition J • 0-^ 1, K » 0-» 0, n « 0-^ 0 and T «• 2,3-y 2,3 
whioh along ivith the l ine at 36,799#01 Ho/see observed by 
Venkateswarlu, Edvards and Oordy [ J« Ohem* Phys* g]l, 1193 
(1955) 3 forms the doublet for the J » O'-^  1 transition in 
OD^B »o l e ,« l . m the ground Btat. . Ihe ol..eiTed doubl.t 
separation of 481 Mo/seo i s oonsistant with the predioted 
value of about 500 Ho/seo by Swalen [ J. Ohem* Phys. ^3. 
1739L (1955) ] . 
l i 
12. 
1. IHIRODUOTIOH 
She study of the miorowave speotnm of methyl aOLoohol 
has been of great In te res t to many invest igators orer a 
period of two decades* Experiment al ly t the miorowaTS speo-
1-14 trum of methyl aloohol has been studied by several workers 
espeoially by Hughes, Good and Goles • ' , Venkateswarlu, 
Edwards and Gordy^ and Sastry *. Hu^es et al? have 
studied the speotva of three isotopio speoies and have dis-
sussed in detail, the Stark effect in methyl aloohol. 
Yenkateswarlu et al» , for the first time have observed 
the J at 0 4 1 t r ans i t ions i n six isotopio speoies and from 
12 the observed rota t ional CKsnstants, Yenkateswarlu and Oordy 
have determined the s t raoture of the molecule. Sastry '^  
has studied i n d e t a i l , i n t h i s laboratozy, the speetrum 
of OD^OH and has discussed i n de ta i l the K-type doublets 
i n that speoies* These studies have helped in the develop-
ment of theoret ioal approach to the problem of in terna l 
ro ta t ion in methyl aloohol and in similar moleoules* fheore-
t i c a l approach has been developed by Bennison and h i s ool la-
bora to r s^^^^ , Swalen^^'^^ and others^^*^ ' . 
Yenkateswarlu et al« hare studied in detail the 
± 
the J'sO'+l, KaO-^^O, n»0-»^0, T - » T transitions and 
t 0!he notations used are as given by Yenkateswarlu et al* 
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also thooe oorreaponding to &=1 -^  I and n » 2 •^  2 tranel-
tionfl of the ^m iaotopio speoies, ^^ OBj^ ^OH, ^^OH^^SH, 
^^OHJ^SD, •'•%5'^^OD, ^^ODj^Sn.and ^^D^^^OB, In th« 
f i r s t flTe isotopio specieSt the J « 0 4 X traasltions in 
the ground^ f i r s t and the 8eoo(% ezoltsd states > have been 
obsexrred by them as doublets* In CB,OB» howeTer* only 
s i n ^ e l ines hacre been observed at 36|799«01» 36,770,94 
and 76,673•93 Mc/see oorresponding to the ground, f i r s t 
and second excited states* 
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Heoht and Dennison considering the vibration-
hindered rotation interaction in xoethyl sdoohol for the 
J a 0 ^ 1 transition, oalciliated the frequencies of the 
doublets for the above mentioned six isotopio speoies* 
iChe oaloulated an^ ^^ ® observed spl i t t ings agree remarkably 
well in the case of the f i r s t five speolea* Fig. 1 shows 
the comparison between the oaloulated frequencies by 
Heoht and Bennison and the observed frequencies by Tenkate-
swarlu s t aL. fhis figure has been taken from the Heoht 
and Bennison* s paper and the author i s thankful to them 
for a reprint of their paper. In OB-OB, the oaloiaated 
doublet separation of 0.9 Ho/sec in n «» 1 state and of 
0.07 Mc/seo i n n « 2 statejare in good agreement with the 
single l ines observed. Iheir theory, however, predicts a 
doublet separation of 26.36 Mo/sec for the OB^ OB molecule 
i n the ground state n « 0, but only one l ine at 36,799.01 
20 
sec had been observed. On the other hand, Swalen , 
' ^ 
on the baBie of a r i g id model hindered ro tor and uaing a 
different method from that of Keoht and Dennison, predicted 
a large separation for t h i s t r ans i t ion - as cnioh as 500 Mo/seo. 
In view of these, i t was f e l t desirable to seeroh 
for the doublet oomponent of the J « 0 •> 1 t r ans i t ion in 
ODaOD, I t may also further be noted that the miorowave 
spectrum i n the region 50,000 Ho 44,000 Mo/seo or ig inal ly 
reported^ as due to 0B«01} was l a t e r ident i f ied by 
Venkateswarlu e t al* as due to OD^ OH, Beoause of t h i s 
fac t , i t was f e l t that i t would be useful also i n general/ 
to study the aiorowave spectrum of OILOB i n d e t a i l . The 
r e s u l t s obtained from suoh a study are presented i n t h i s 
Chapter. 
2« BXPMIHBHgAL OBSERYAglOHS 
Methonal-d^ has been obtained from IV s^* Heroic and 
Company, Ottawa, Canada* Shis has been vaeuum d i s t i l l e d 
direotly into the sample tube oonneoted to the absorption 
o e l l . A 100 Ke Starlc Modulation Spectrograph as described 
in Chapter I , has been used for the study of the spectrum 
i n the region 18,000 to 58,000 Ho/seo* All reoordings 
and freqjieney measurements have been carried out at the 
temperature of fieeezing mixttire. She pressure of the gas 
->5 
inside the absorption cell has been of the order of 10 
mm of mercury* More than 100 lines have been observed 
Fig. 2. Recording of the line at 31,150.4 Mo/sec. of 
methonal-d^, shov/ing 5 Stark oomponents (2nd 
order) on the low frequency side of it. 
Fig. 3. Recording of the line at 22,791.5 Mc/sec. with 
3 second order Stark components on the high 
frequency side of it. 
Pig. 4. Recording of the line at 28,676.7 Mc/sec. with. 
4 second order Stark components on its high, 
frequency side. 
mxm r^ 
Eig. 5« Recording of the line at 29,700.3 Mc/sec. 
shov/ing a mixture of first and second order 
Stark effects. 
Pig. 6. Recording of the line at 50,877.2 Mc/sec. 
showing first order Stark effect v/ith 4 
components 
Pig.7. Recording of the line at 33,700.0 Mc/sec. 
v/ith 7 first order Stark components. 
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Mg. 8. Recording of the line at 54,488.5 Mc/sec. 
with 6 first order Stark components. 
i5 
and are s«eord«4ir All the obeezired freqcaenoiea are given 
In 3!i*le I , along with their relative intenaitlea, order 
of the Stark effeet , the number of Stark oomponentst the 
lower J value and A J value a for the transit! one. fhe 
aaaignmenta have heen done from a atudy of the Stark oom-
pon«nt8^»^**^5» Some of the ohaerved l ines have heen 
reproduoed here in the following figures* 
f i g . 2. shows a l ine at 31,150 •4 Mo/seo with five 
seoond order Stark components on the low fre<|uenoy aide 
of the l i n e , Ihe lower J value for this A J « 4;1 transi-
t ion i s 4t In Fig* 3 i s shown* a l ine at 22t791»5 Mo/seo 
with three seaond order Stark eompozimits on i t s hic^er 
frequency side* Shis transition i s ^ » 2 4 3» lAiile a 
l ine at 28*676*7 Mo/seo i s shown with i t s four St»tk 
oomponents in fig* 4» lAiioh ie &ie the transition J • 3 ^ !>• 
A l ine at 29,700*3 Mo/see with two Stark oomponents eaoh 
on either side of the l ine i s ihown in Fig* 5* !Ehe low 
frequenoy side oomponents e ^ f t more compared to the high 
frequenoy side ones* Shis i s probably due to a mixture 
of f i r s t and aeoond order Stark effects* Figs* 6* 7, and 
8, show respectively the l ines at 30,877*2, 33,700*0 and 
34,488*5 Mo/see a l l with f i r s t order Stark oomponents. 
Shese w^w on either side of the l ines , 4, 7 and 6 oompo-
nents and a l l of them are having the s«iie seleotion rule 
A j « ± 1. 
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3. THE J » 0 *» 1 gRANSIIIOH 
Methyl aloohoX Tuoleotila has twelve fundamental modes 
of -vibration* One of them is assoeiated with the torsional 
motion of the hydroxyl group with reapeot to the methyl 
group. AM the hydroxyl group rotatest the hydrogen of the 
hydroxyl group will enoountsr a potential harrier with 
three identical minima oorrosponding to the three positions 
of one with respeet to the other, therefore, this rela-> 
tire rotation of the two parts of the aoleoule gets 
hindered and frse rotation beoomes torsional vibration. 
If all the three potential minima are oonsidered to be 
independent* then the torsional energy would be triply 
degenerate* Howeveri the effect of the hindered motion 
removes the degeneracyt giving zlse to one non-degenerate 
and one doubly degenerate sub-levels« Shis torsional 
motion and the overall rotation of the moleoule inter-
acts and all the rotational levels are split into two 
sub-levels oorresponding to the two torsional states 
T " 1 and X B 2,3« i^ his gives rise to a number of lines 
in a given rotational transition, the separation between 
them being barrier dependent* She theoretioal oonsidera-
tions on this internal rotation problem has been given by 
several investigators^^^* 
-24 
Ooualderlng the J » 0 -^  1 rotational transition with 
K » 0 -^0, on the above basia, J « 0, K » 0 rotational leyel 
splita Into two leTeia f » 1 and T « 2,3, ?*i«re x is the 
quantum number deaoribing th© energy levels due to the 
tunneling effeot assooiated with the threefold hindering 
barrier. Similarlyt the J « 1, K « 0 level also aplita 
into two. therefore, for the J - 0 - ^ 1 , K»0->-0 tranai-
tion» one would get a doublet oorresponding to the tranai-
tiona T « 1 -^  i and *r « 2,3 -i» 2,3. As mentioned earlier, 
Tenkateawarlu et al« have obsenred auoh doublets in the 
oaae of five isotopio apeoiea, not only in the ground 
atate (n «• 0) but also in the firat and the eeoond exoited 
atatea of toraional oaoillation (n » 1 and n « 2). fhe 
observed aplittings ags«e remarkably wall with the theory 
18 
later developed by Haoht and Benniaon , aa ahown in Pig. 1. 
In CD-OD, the eplitting for the n « 0 - 0 tranaition, 
pradioted by Haoht and Benniaon ia 26*36 Mo/aee and for 
the tranaitiona in the exoited atataa n » 1 4 1 and n » 2 «> 2 
are reapeotively 0*9 and 0.07 Mo/aao* She obaerved aingle 
lines in the first and the seoond exoited atatea are in 
agreement with the oaloulated splittings, whioh are small 
to be resolved. But in the oaae of the ground state, only 
a aingle line has been observed though the predicted split-
ting ia large enough to be resolved. Ihis transition tn 
the ground, first and seoond exoited states has been onoe 
again observed and the speotrum obtained in the region 
'' / / / i I i / / /' / 
I / M ^ ^ ' I I t i t I / 
F i g . 9 . Recording of "the J = 0 ^ - 1 , K = 0 - ^ 0 , n = 0 * 0 
and T = 1 -^  1 t r a n s i t i o n in CD^ OD and the 
t r a n s i t i o n s J = 0 - ^ 1 , K = 0 •*''0, n * n ( n = 1,2) 
and T •» T. ( Siiese t r a n s i t i o n s have been 
already observed by Venkates\7arlu, Edwards 
and Gordy [ l l ] ) . 
2 5 
36,700 to 56,820 Mc/seo I s shown i n fig* 9* A searoh has 
been made for the second member of the doublet i n the 
groTznd s ta te t r ans i t ion , within about 50 Mo/ee^ o trom the 
one obsexred e a r l i e r . But, the other expeoted member of 
of the doublet with the s p l i t t i n g prdioted by Hecht and 
Bennison was not found. 
By a different method, fbllowing an extension of the 
method of Wilson, Idn and Mde^^, Swalen has predioted 
that in OB^ OO moleeule, an aeoi dental degeneraoy oeeurs 
between the £ « 1 and K « 0 grotmd degenerate torsional 
subolevels of J* " 1 l e v e l . fhis causes the degenerate 
l ine to be s p l i t from the pseuio-rigid ro tor l ine possibly 
by as mueh as 500 Mc/seo. 3!hough the «rerag^ bar r i e r 
height calculated by him, for the different isotopio spe-
c ies , i s i n agreement with that calculated by Burlchard 
and Bennison^ and by Irash and Bennison ' , swalen s t a t e s 
that ** i f the sp l i t t i ngs " i n the ground torsiozial s ta te 
t r ans i t ion in CB^OB, " were to be saa l l to be obaerred, 
the calculated ba r r i e r would be far too high to be consis-
tent* ** As no l i ne could be obseirred within about 50 Mc/sec 
of the l ine a t 56,799*01 Mc/seo, a search was made i n the 
frequency region of 500 Mc/seo off from t h i s l i n e both on 
the lower and higher f re^enoy sides* A l ine hairing a 
single second order Stark component was observed at 
57,280*0 Mc/seo* This l i n e recorded at 1000 Volts on the 
Pig. 10. Eeoording of the line at 37,280.0 Mc/sec, 
showing only one second order Stark 
component on its high frequency side. 
Stark Voltage: 1000 V. Temperature : 
The transition i 3 J = 0 - l , K = 0 - 0 , 
n = 0 - 0 and T = 2,5 - 2,3 of CD,OD. 
0°C. 
2h 
Stark eleo-fexode of tbe cell, at th© temperature -^ 0** 0, is 
ahoim in Pig* 10. 2his line is having a frequency sepa-
ration of 481 Mo/seo from the one ohserred by Venkateswarlu, 
Edwards aaid Gordy^*^. Further, near about this lias, no 
other weak lines hapring a single seoond order Stark compo-
nent has heen ohsenred, which could be attributed to the 
transitions in the excited states and this is as expected. 
As the oalculated and observed frequencies for the transi-
tions in the excited states ( n » 1»2 ) by Hecht and 
Dennison ore so nicely fittingf it seems that the " acci-
dental degeneracy **, proposed by Swalen occur in the case 
of Ol).OI} molecule betwsen the K « 0 and K » 1 ground 
degezierate torsional states* 
Xhs experimental observation of the line at 37*280.0 
Uc/seo> n^th a clear indication of a single second order 
Stark component, shows that this line is due to the transi-
tion J - 0 4 1, K a O - ^ O . As the observed intensity of 
the line is of the same order of the intensity of the line 
at ?5»799#01 Hc/seo and as the line grows In its intensity 
when the cell is oooledf it is clear that this line is due 
to a transition in the ground vibrational state. Therefore, 
this transition along with the one observed by Venkateswarlu 
et al., at 36,799*01 Mc/sec form the doublet J « o ^ 1, 
K « 0 - ^ 0 , n « 0 - ^ 0 and T «• t. Thus the experimental 
observation of the doublet separation of 481 Mo/sec in 
2-7 
the groimd state J » 0 -^  X traaaitlon of OD,OD> i s In 
good agreement nith tbe Swalezi's preclioted value of 
500 Mo/seo fi>r the doublet separation in this transition. 
4, QgHBR 0B3EHVED SRAHSIglOHS IH 0%0P 
jl^art from the doublet of the J » 0 ^^  X transition 
in the ground state and the singlets ( oXosely spaced 
doublets ) in the n « 1 cod n « 2 exoited vibrational 
stateSf 114 new l ines have been observed in the region 
18,000 to 38»000 Ho/seo, in the speotrum of OB^ OD. Of 
these, 69 l ines have f i r s t order Stark effeot, 19 exhibit 
seoond order StarJc effeot and eight transitions, f i r s t 
order or a mixture of f i r s t and seoond order Stark effeots* 
In the oase of the rest of the transitions observed ( as 
the Stark eomponents gets mixed up idth the nearby l ines ) , 
i t lias not been possible to identify definitely the order 
of Stark effeot . She Stark oomponents heere been well re-
solved for 26 line8I nftiile in the oase of 14 others, only 
partial resolution of the Stark oompomnts has been 
possible* fhese transitions ^ t h either partially resolved 
or unresolved Stark oompoaento are probably due to the 
transitions involving high J values* 
z^ 
Hoznally, motbjrl aXeohoX ooleoule^ Helag an asyuBa*-
XiA.fi top* ihoul •xhibi'b saooad ovd«r Starlc •tf«ot« Bui;, 
i t 2uts b««n observed by •arlier workers^ » '^**»*f tlmt It 
also ozhlblts firet order Stark effeot, SMs haa baan ahovn 
to ba tha oaaa by Iraah and Beiinlaoii^, fhiXa dieouaalng 
the Stark affeot In methyl aleohol, Ivaah and Danniaon» 
UBin« an extension of the theory deYeloped by Burkhard and 
Bennlaon^^ t ^^^^eem eXaasified the Xiaea obaerved or obaer-
TabXa in the miorowove region aa beXonging to three 
oXaaaea. She aeXaotion ruXea for these oXaasea aret 
(X) A J » t X, AK « 0, (2) A J • 0, A K » + X and (3) 
A J « + X, AKWHHX* In the transitions beXonging to 
OXaaa (X}f the toraionaX quantum number » T, doea not ohange* 
fhe J«0-> X Xines in the different isotopic speoiea observed 
11. 
by VenkateswarXu et aX* and the one ohaerred in the 
present study» at 37»280*0 Mo/seo beXong to this oXass. 
She 00 transitioxui in OILOB are given in ?igs* 9 and XO. 
iTash and Bennison have shown that transitions with A K « ;• X 
wouXd exhibit first order Stark effeot* SoweTer, the transi-
tiona beXonging to oXass (3)t ^ H have seoond order Stark 
effeot till the Stark splitting beoomes of the saoie magni-
tude €UB the £-*type doubXing* Sucdi doublets have been 
observed by Saatry^^. When the Stark splitting aoid the 
£-type doubling are of tlie seme magnitude t first order 
Stark effeot appears for these tranditions. 
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Hughes et al? have given the types of Stark pattern 
one would obssrre for the tranoltlona in aethyl alcohol, 
fhe pattema given hy them are reproduced here in fig. 11 
for ooairinienoe. In all these oaBea» j^U » 0^ wher© M 
is the projeotion of J, the rotational quantum nuabar, 
along the direction of the electxdo fieldt For A J « 0» 
the outer components have more intensities than the inner 
onaSf for the intensities of the Stark components are 
proportional to M• • In the other case ( A«r « + l )» the 
intensities are proportional to 4"* - M » uhere J* is the 
hi^b«r of the two S values involved in the transition and 
80 the inner oomponenta will be more intense than the outer 
component a. Uaing these patterns* the lower «r and A J 
values have been assigned in the present work to 26 transi«> 
tions* all of which have well resolved Stark components* 
It is interesting to note that there are two transi-
tions with line frequencies at 229722*9 and ?4t488.5 Mc/sec 
both of them appe«ring with the same order of intensity 
and showing first order Stark effect with six well resolved 
Stark components. She line at 34«488*5 Mo/aeo has been 
ediown in fig. 8. As the inner components are of greater 
intensity compared to the outer ones, the Z^ J value for 
these transitions is + 1 and the lower J is 6 for both of 
them. In the speotruEi of •''^ aH^ '*'^ OH, Hughes et al. have 
observed two transitions, at 38,295.32 and 38,452,69 
Mc/sec, both having the same lower J value of 5 and 
30 
A J " ± X* The lia©B|at 22|722.9 and 34,488.5 Mo/eeo 
most prol>ably belong to the type of tranoitions ohserved 
by Hughes et aX* These lines might be due to the transi-
tions in whioh both J and K Talues ohange by 1* Shis type 
of transitions oome under olass (3) indicated above. 
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OEAraEB I I I 
MIgBOWAVE agEOgRtai, MQI^ OPIiAE SSRHQgOHB m^ 
IH'EBBHAI. BOTAglOK IS tmtlkSX WfXh OHIiORIBE 
ABSIHA05J 
afho jBiorowaT© spectra of four 1 BO topic speoieB of 
I t r t i a r / feutyl ohloadd© - {Gn^)^(Phx, iQE^)^^!^^!, 
i(ili^)^G^^Cl and (0Bj)ja'^03. - h&re b«#ji observed i n the 
region 20»000 to 37f000 Ho/seo* In each t r ans i t ion 
observed, apart from the t r ans i t i on i n the ground v ib ra t -
ional s t a t e t a large number of s a t e l l i t e l i n e s have been 
observed. Froa three of the four observed B^ values, the 
r^ s t ructure of the molecule has been eomputedf assuming 
the s t ructure of the methyl groups, fhe parameters obta*-
ined arei ^^^ » 1.791 A, 4^00'0 » 110° and d^^^ « 1.536A. 
All the s a t e l l i t e l i nes have been observed and recorded 
for the f i r s t time and most of them have been analysed by 
studying the change i n t he i r i n t e n s i t i e s with change of 
temperature. ?rom the r e l a t ive i n t e n s i t i e s of the s a t e l l i t e 
l i n e s i n iOU^)^Q^^mLf the vibra t ional fretuenoiea of the 
to r s iona l , ske le ta l rooking and deformation modes have been 
obtained ast T^^g " 220 i 20 om""^ , ^24 " ^^^ i ^^ om"^! 
^23 * ^^ i ' ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ 8 " '"^^ i ^^ ^^"^ respect ively. 
She harminio potent ia l constants obtained are K « 5820 em'"'*' 
and l *« - 580 em~^. Using t h i s value of K, the height of 
33 
the barrier hinderizig the torsional motions of the methyl 
group, about their symetry axeo In (0H,),0 ' % i, 
-1 
ohtainad as equal to 1290 om '*'• 
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1. IBgHOBUOIION 
fhe mlorowaTG spectra of several trinethyl oompounde 
have been studied earlieir , wlierefrom the moleoular 
structure, quadrupole coupling constants and the barrier 
hindering internal rotation have been obtained» She micro-
wave spectrum of tertiary butyl chloride has been first 
observed by Willi sas and (Jordy* in the year 1950. fhey 
had reported ono transition in each of the two i so topic 
speciesi (OH,)^©'^! and (OSj)jO^ ''oi. from the B^ values 
obtained, they determined the 0-01 bond length as 1*78 A» 
aasuming all other structural parameters. A study of the 
microwave spectra of four isotopic species of !Eert« bujryl 
chloride had been undertaken by the author ( n^ bdle he was 
working in this laboratory)» so that the structure might 
be obtained with fewer assumptions* Further> the infra 
red and Hffloan spectra of Tert.butyl chloridCf reported 
by several workers ""', show that there are several low 
lying vibrational states* therefore it was expected that 
the microwave spectrum of Sert.butyl chloride should also 
show, in addition to the transition in the ground state, 
rotational transitions in the excited vibrational states, 
even at ordinary temperatures. 
2he earlier studies of the microwave spectra of 
molecules of the type (GHj)-iB, to wMch olass Tert. butyl 
chloride molecule belongs, show clearly that the spectra 
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follow a syanaetrlo top pattern and that the moleoulee have 
0,_ ajrnuaetry, 2hey have also ©hovm clearly that the effec-
tive rotational constants differe sufficiently to permit 
the resolution of the rotational transitions in the different 
vibrational states* 
Of the various low lying vibrational modes, the tor-
sional motion of the methyl groups about the 0-G» bond 
( 0 * rej^ ers to the tertiary carbon ) would have the lowest 
energy* Shese torsioxial vibrations of tiie methyl groups 
are of two kiadst one a non-degenerate mode of species Ag 
in which the three tops oscillate in phase and the other 
a doubly degenerate mode of species E, in which one of the 
tops is oscillating out of phase with the other two* Here 
10 0^ symmetry is assumed for the molecule . If the potential 
barrier hindering the torsional rotation is highf then the 
microwave spectrum would exhibit well resolved satellite 
lines in the excited vibrational states of the torsional 
modes and also the transitions in the doubly degenerate 
excited vibrational state should exhibit t - type doubling. 
Further* other satellite lines would also appear in ths 
spectrum, from the molecules in the other extited vib-
rational modes, such as skeletal rooking, and freoae work 
deformation, whose vibrational energies are also low 
enough to give a fairly popiaated excited states* She 
intensities of these satellite lines would -depend on the 
population in eaoh of these excited vibrational states, 
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i^rtiioh again is a funotion of the vibrational energy and 
temperature, A relative intensity measurement of the . 
satellite lines would enable one to determine the vibra-
28—"50 tional frequencies, although with limited acouraoy . 
This is particularly useful in the determination of the 
frequencies of the torsional vibrations vAiloh are eithor 
Inactive in infrared as well a» Eaaaa spectra or so weak tb*t 
they could not be observed. 
In view of these and the interest in determining 
the structure, a detailed study of the microwave spectrum 
of 5ert.butyl chloride, it was felt, would be interesting 
and fruitful. Sudti a study was undertaken and from the 
observed B values of the fou# isotopio species, the r 
structure of the molecul;« has been obtained. She analysis 
of the satellite lines observed in (OH,),0^ (^51 has been 
made and therefrom the height of the barrier hindering the 
torsional motions of the methyl groups lias been computed. 
She studies on the spectrum, the structure and the internal 
rotation in Sert.butyl chloride are reported in this Chapter. 
After the completion of a part of the present work, 
the work of Zeil, Winneweisser and Muller^ (1961) and 
that of Mde and Jen'^  (1963) came to the attention of the 
author. She observations and the results obtained in the 
present work are compared with their work in the section 
entitled " Molecular Structure*". In the present work a 
38-
large number of lines attributed to the rotational transi-
tions in the different excited states of the moleoule have 
been observed for the first timet A study of these lines 
along with their analysis is given in sections 5 and 6 of 
this ohapter* 
2. BXPERIMEHIAI. BSSAIIiS 
mm II I 11" "" Hill II niimiin ( 
A highly pure sample of fert. butyl chloride has 
± 
been kindly prepared by Br. K»W« Gopinath • 2ert« butyl 
chloride - dg has been obtained from U/B» Merck and Oo,, 
Ottosrat Canada and is directly vacuum distilled into the 
sample tube* She microwave speotra of four isotopic 
speoiest (0815)30^%, (0H3)50^'^01, {QJi^)^Q^hl and 
( 0 0 3 ) 3 0 5 % have been studied both at room temperature 
(^37** 0 ) and at 0® 0, by using a 100 Ko Stark modula"** 
tion spectrograph ( ref. Chapter I ) • She frequencies of 
all the lines observed have been meaatured at 0® 0 and at 
pressures ranging between 5 x 10 -^  to 10 mm of mercury* 
However, unfortunately, it was not possible to measure 
accurately the frequencies of the lines observed in the 
region 20,000 to 22,000 Mo/sec and 24,500 to 27»500 Mc/sec 
for want of a second klystron in each case for the secondary 
standard spectrometer. In these cases, the frequency 
1^  Formerly at the Department of Hesearoh in Unani and ITibbya 
medicines, Aligarh Muslim University, India and now at 
Research Iiaboratory, Jorhat, India* 
Fig. 1. Recording of the transition J = 6 •* 7 of 
(CD,)^G^'^G1 in the region 34,800 - 35,200 
Mc/seo, ( lemp.^ 30°a ) 
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measurements hav« b«en mad« with eavlty waTometert* A FBQ 
preolalon fr^quenoy meter has l}een used i n the region 
20«000 to 22,000 Mo/seo and the aoouraoy i s JK 1,0 Mo/oeo. 
for the other wegion^ a Sperxy type waTemeter, whose aoon-
raoy i s ± 20*0 Uo/seo, has heen used* All the observed 
t r ans i t ions have also been recorded using the automatio 
recording Stark modulation spectrograph desorihed i n 
Chapter I* 
3» OBSERTSD MIOHOWAVE SPB03JR0M 
fhe mioroware speotra of four isotopio speoies of 
Ser t .butyl ohloride hove been ohserred i n the region 20,000 
to 37tOOO Mo/sed* for eaoh ro ta t iona l t r ans i t i on , a group 
of l i n e s haire been observed* f i g . 1 shows one sueh t r a n s i -
t ion obserred i n (0D-)-0*'01» In eaoh of the isotopio 
species studied, these groups contain not only a symmetrio 
top t r ans i t ions i n the ground s t a t e , but also a set of 
s a t e l l i t e l ines i n the different exoited vibrat ional modes. 
She strongest of these l i n e s i n eaoh group has been assigned 
to the ground s t a t e ro ta t iona l t r ans i t i on . Shese have been 
unambiguously ident i f ied by studyini; the speotra at two 
different temperatures. Except the ground s t a t e transition^ 
a l l the other l ines observed i n eaoh group go down i n t h s i r 
i n t e n s i t i e e , when observed at a lower temperature. The 
ground s ta te t r ans i t i on becomes more intense on cooling 
the c e l l . P ig . 2 and Pig . 3 show the same t r ans i t i on i n 
4.0 
(OH,),o'^01 ( J •« 5 -^  6 ) recorded at sioilar oonditions 
of laiorowaye Inpul; powert Stark voltage* amplifier gaizif 
reoordlzig speed and pressure of the sample In the aell» 
l3ut at two different temperatures* 
She transitions J » 4 •* 5 and 5 r^  6 of (aH^)jO'^Ol, 
J » 5 •» 6 of iQU^)^Q^'^QXi J » 3 ' » 4 t o 6 ' ^ 7 0i {Qli^)^Q^^01 
and J « « 4 - ^ 5 t o 6 « ^ 7 o f (OB,),o''01 hare been observed* 
All the line peak frequenoies in the ground vibrational 
state measured at 0^0 are given in Sable !• Shis table 
inoludes also the B^ and Z| values for the different 
speoies studied* She line ifidth iat» been found to be of 
the order of 3 to 7 Mo/sao and this broadness is probably 
due to the unresolved quadrupole hypexfine structure and 
E structure* Sable II gives the observed frequenoies of 
all the lines in the four isotopio speeies studied* 
4* MOLECIUiAH SSfiUOSUHB 
Sinoe only four isotopio speoies have been studied 
and there are five structural parameters for the Sert* 
not 
butyl ohloride moleoulot it hasjaeen possible to obtain 
all the parameters experimentally* A stud^ of the nece-
ssary isotopio speoies v^ bioh will enable the determination 
of the parameters by substitution method^'*** was not 
possible for want of isotoplcally substituted speoies. 
However, attempts have been made to observe the corresponding 
4/ 
'SABm X 
ggeaw>noi98 of the obeeayved tranal-telone In the /ggoimd 
8l;at» alon^ with B^  and I^ •aluea of -fche fotir leotoplo 
Species of fertlary butyl ohXorlde* 
laotoplo frans- yreguenoyi B^ i j 
apeoies It ion Mo/aeo Ho/aeo aBau»A 
(€©3)50^01 4 «• 5 30,170.14 5017t3 167.54 
5-^6 36,210.87 
(0113)50% 5-^6 35,436.84 2953.07 171.19 
. 35 . (023)30 01 3 •* 4 20,403.0 (a) 2551.5 198.13 
4 •• 5 25,520.0 (b) 
5-^6 30,623.92 
6 -> 7 35,714.31 
(01)3)30 01 4 -• 5 25,000.0 (b) 2499.3 202.30 
5-^6 29t984.58 
6-^7 35,008.09 
t Estimated error i s x ^*^ Ho/aeo, tailless otherwiae stated. 
(a) Heasuremezife with PRO wa'reraeter - ;t ^*^ Ho/seo. 
(b) Measur^aent with Sperry type (349 A) wavemeter. 
Srror i s ^ 20.0 Mo/see. 
Ihese frequeaoies have aot been taken into aooount for 
the evaluation of B^and I^ valYiea. 
42. 
fAMS IX 
Oba r^yed fr^q.^ ^noi^ « In Tert. Butyl OMLo»ld» ( in Mo/aee, )^ 
( Th« estimated 9JtTQV in fsreqpieney measuxment i s ± 0.5 
Ho/seo. )• 
I ' I • • I •• I'l l" m i l 
J » 4 -» 5 ^ • 5 ^ 6 J •» 5 »» 6  
29.945.4 55,929.0 55,240.0 
29.955.4 55,967.8 55,2$5.« 
50,0X2.4 55,984.6 55,502.8 
50.057.8 56,021.1 55,521*0 
50.049.5 56,060.2 55,557.0 
50.080.6 56,065.1 55,595.7 
50,109.2 56,095.6 55,408.8 
50.121.4 56,105.6 55,456.84 (Or) 
50.148.7 56,124,t) 55,476.4 
50,170.14 (&r> 56,142.8 55,496.5 
50.185.7 56,150.2 »,515.6 
50.200.9 56,177.5 55,547.5 
50,2U.5 56,185.4 55,595.6 
50.260.8 56,210.87 (Or) 55,575.1 
50,290.0 56,248.1 
50,525.7 56,265.6 
50.564.5 56,294.9 
(Or) indioates transitions in the Osound otate. 
. • oontd. 
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transitions in the synuaetrio top species iiith ^0 substi-
tution at the tertiary oarhon, in natural abundanoe. But 
it has not been possible to assign any of the observed 
lines "to these or to the asywnietrio top speoies with *^C 
substitution for the methyl oarbomsy as the natural abun* 
danoe of these speoies is of the order of 1 per oent and 
the speotroaeter was not sensitiYS enough to observe 
these, further* the caloulated B^ values for these syom* 
etxio top speoies* show that they have transition fre<|uen-
oies falling in the prozisiity of the several oomparitirely 
stronger transitions in the excited vibrational states of 
the ^ species* Henosy only four B values have been 
obtained from the observed speotra of l^e four isotopio 
species of Sort* butyl chloride. From these» the I^ values 
have been caloulated* Shxee of the four observed I? values 
have been used to detexsine three of the five struotural 
parameterSf assuming a reasonable structure for the methyl 
groups as it is not much altered in its structure by 
substitution at the tertiary oarbon* fhe fourth observed 
ij value served as a oheolc on the validity of the different 
parameters obtained. IShe assumed parameters for the methyl 
group aret dg^g • 1,09 A and angle HOH « 109^28». 
lertiary butyl chloride molecule belongs to the type 
(XJ^)^AB with Oj^ symmetry. Shis type of molecule is 
, z 
F i g . 4 . Molecule of type 
(XY^)3iLB 
z 
1 
F i g . 5 . Atoms i n t h e 
X2 p l a n e . 
-^ ^^  ^ u p. X 
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shomi in Fig. 4* "She p2^.noipal axes of the eystem is also 
shoim in the figura, in wMoh tho Z^azis ooinoides with the 
syramdtry aocLa of l^e aoleoule and the 7-axi» is perpendieu-
lar to the plane of the p&per. 0 is the centre of mass 
of thB Bu>leouXe* To obtain the moaient of inertia of the 
moleoule al»out these axes, the oarteaian coordinates of 
eaoh atom in the principal axes system is first obtained. 
fhe hond distanees Z^ « 74 ^  » X^ • A and A • B (i, j « 
1,2,3) respeotively are denoted hy at h and o* Angles 
eomplimentaxy to Y^Ji^A and X^iB are referred to as a and 
p respeotirely. Oonsidering a plane oontaining X and Z 
axes, atoms A, B» X^ and Ijj^ ( see Fig. 5)> ona obtains^t 
s(A) « a I jr(A) « 0 I x(A) a 0 
s(B) » (e - z ) I y(B) « 0 f x(B} » 0 
K{X^) " h eoap + g | yCXj^) « 0 | x(Xj^) » h ainp 
aCXj^ U^ ) « h ooep «(• s + a oos(c4'p) | y(^xi^ "^  ^  ' 
x(Tj^ 3^ ) o h Binp + & sin{a+p) 
J^ is the mid point of the line Joining X^g ^"^^ ^ 13 
atoms and thia ia in the XZ plane. Sherefora» s(T|,2^ 
and *i^2x) are the same aa a(J^) and xCX^g) "^^ ^ "^^^l?^ 
are eaoh egual to x(J-^) and the y eoordinatea of theae 
atoms are equal to the distance 7-] j«l^n (d "* 2y3)* Shua 
^ She signs of the ^ordinates are omitted for simplicity 
and further, these coordinates occur as stjaares only 
±ja the moment; of inertia aquation. 
Pig. 6. X-,X2X^plane of 
('XY^ ),AB molecule. 
[ with X and Y axes 
projected on it.] 
/ i\ 
/ 1 \ 
/ • b s i n p ' \ 
^2rr~--\-—Qh 
k: 
Y 3Cf \ I 
/ I \ 1 V^12 
/ I J !\ 
X ' I , s ^ ) '^arfJ— -
\ 1 h^^2t-|-—^(V—;i^ 
\ I I / I 0^13 
\ I / • 
Plane containing \"x. ,,09 '-p / 
•^12» ^13' ^22' ^23' Y"^-^/^ in 
Y^2»and Y^^ atoms. ^22 " ( ^ - ^ " ^ - ^ 
[ with XY axes projected on it] . 
/ 
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'^^12^' ^ (^X3^ " ^  ^ ^^ -t- £ -H a oosa eoop 4- i a elms, slnp 
^(^X2^* ^ (^X3^ " ^  "^^ ** ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ * i a sina ooa^ 
flm s ooordlnates of Xg and Z« atoms will ise the asmo 
am »(,X^) for X^^^ lln« in a plane parallel to the XT 
plane* Considering tliis planOf the x and y ooordinates of 
these are obtained ( see fig. 6*) as 
y(X2>» y(^ 3> * i^r3/2) t) sinp 
x(X2), xCXj) » i b ainp. 
Similarly considering the plane oontainlng T^ j^,, Y^ j^ and I« 
ishlsh is also parallel to XT plans, one has 
x(T2i) " * < % ^ - itMt^^) 
y ( % ) - y(T53_) « (ir3/2).x(Y3^ ) 
Kow remaii^ B only the coordinpteB of the other four T 
atoms, Y^j, (i,;j » 2,3) B^& all these lie in n, plans 
sontaining the atoms T^ .^  and X^y Th±B plane is also para-
llel to the XT plmnet She distance between these two plan«s 
is equal to aCT^g)* ^-th the X and T axes projected on it 
this plane is shown in ?ig. ?• fvoa this,one gets t 
(0)J^  m i:(j^ ), xCJg) » xCJj) « xiJ^) / 2, 
B(T|^^) » haosP 4- 34- a sosa eosp 4- i a sina sinp (i,| « 2,3) 
y(T22) - yC^jj) « (r3/2).x(T3^ 2> -»• <^ 5/4) a sina 
7(^25) « 7(^32^ " (ir3/2),x(Tj2) - (T3/4) a sina 
x(T22) » xdj^) « i ac(Yi2> • ^5/^^ * ®^^ 
xCTgj) « xiYjg) « i xCTj^ g^  * ^5/4) a sina 
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th» oenttr of mass condition gives the value of 8 in 
texm« of tbe bond tlstanoes and bond aasigXea* It ia t 
s « [ mg9 •» ^ * b 009^ • 9M^ a <ioaa ooap ]/yi$ 
t&ere X ia tbe moXedular weigbtf H* ia tbe (XI^) aaas and 
mg ia the maas of the B atoB« 
She thrae prinoipal momenta of inertia I^ t ^ ani X^ 
are then given in tesms of the bond sngXes and bond Xengtha 
aat 
- M»i^ AnH * (9/2) By a^ "In^o ( l+eoa^p) 
•!> 9iB^  a ain^ ooaa ( a oosa ^ Zb ) , 
^ • % - ^  " ^G " ?»i <4 * «i> - ?»»i ^4 * »i> 
« (3^) [(M - mg) mgi>^  + (3/2) M* (X - eMi^XbooaP)^ 
4» Sffij^ aooaa (X «• €X')beo8 p ^ dm^Caooa^) x 
ooa (ZJ -(> 18 lum^ao x 
ooaa eoap + 6 m^ X*ba ooap] • (5/2) M»b 
t 9By ab ooaa • (9/2) my a^ (1 4- i ain^a)^ 
In the oaae of (l!ert»butyX ohloridap X*9 art the methyl 
oarbonat T'a are the hydrogen or deuteriumt A ia the tert* 
iary oarbon and B is the ohloslne atom* Using thia relation 
and the obaerved B^ valueai the moleoular struoture of Sert* 
butyl ohloride haa been determined. She struoture ao 
42r 
obtained i s t 
d ^ ^ , « 1.536 A inon « (109°28») 
^00»C « 110° 
Ibis structure, following Oostain'^ , may t>e called as r^ 
struotuare* 
Af teae the ooapletion of part of this work, the work 
of Zeil et al.^^ (1961) and that of M d e and Jen'^ (1963) 
oaoe to the attention of the author* though the frork of 
Zeil ot al« inolude the deuterated specieo, tranalticn* 
only in the region 18 to 26 KMo/seo have he en oh served by 
them. On the other hand M d e and ^ en hare studied in ths 
region 29 to 36 KMo/ses* five isotopio speoiest (OH-)«0^^C1, 
(0H5)5C^'^01, {(m^)^'^H'^^(a, {QK^)^^^0^'^Q1 and the asyiBnietrio 
top i^\E^){QE^)^Q^hx and reported the r, structure^ of 
the moleoul«« mhey have also detexminedi from the parti"* 
ally rssolTsd hyperfine 8txuotua?e in the transition J « 2 •^  3 
in (QH-)^O'^^Cl, the quadrupole ooupling constant for ohloxine 
in this molecule* Zeil^ Huttner and Klein haye iilso 
observed the hyperfine structure of the same transition* 
In the present ivozlcy howsTSTt the spectrum has been studied 
t The finer distinction between r. ^ ^o «*™*«^«' in 
different molecules is discusses by Oostain [34]* 
4i 
in the region 20 to 57 KMo/aeo, but the cjuadrupole hyper-
fine atruoture haa not hean jresolred in any of the transi*^  
tiona ohaeiTV-ed* She grotmd atate tranaitiona were ohaerved 
to he hroad henrin^  a line width of the order of 3 to 7 
Mo/aea« aa already atated* As the tranaitiona ohaexred 
are of relatively hi^er J one8» the hyperfine atruoture 
waa not reaolved« She r^ atruoture obtained by the author, 
that obtained by Zeil et al« and the r^ atruoture obtained 
by Lide and Jen agree favourably well with one aBother» 
keeping in view the aii^t differenoea expected between 
the r^ and r atruoturea* Howevert uaing the r^ atruoture 
obtained here from three of the four B valuea, the oalou-
lated apeotrum for the fourth iaotopio apeoiea agrees well 
with the obaerved apeotrum, She atruoture of Sert. butyl 
75-37 
ohloride obtained by different worlcera and by other methoda 
are compared in Sable III* 
She 0-0' bond obtained in this wo3± agreea aatisfao-
torily with the values obtained by other workers and by 
eleetron diffraction methods* She angle OO'O is 110° ^  0*5° 
is aomen^at greater than the tetrahedral angle. Electron 
diffraction studies have given a value for this angle in 
the range of XLO^ to llS**. She C»-01 bond (1,791 ± 0.002A) 
is longer than that in methyl chloride'^  , a trend which 
had been obaerved in other trimethyl ccmpounda and the 
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oorrespondis^ methyl oompotinds and also in similar oompounds 
in irtuLoh the tertiary oarbon is replaced by silioon and 
the oorreaponding silyl oompotinds. Thia tread is brought 
out in Sable IV, wherefrosi it is seen that either in methyl 
oompounds or Inj^J^l oompounds» the C^X or th^ 3i-X bond 
beoomes longer when the hydrogens are replaoed by methyl 
groups* 
2ABIE IV 
X-Y bond distajaos ( in Angstrom ) in different H^XY 
and (OH,)«XY type of ooleoules ( X « Oarbon or Silioim). 
Y H^CY iOE^)^Qr H^SiY (CK^)5SiY 
• • • » • • 
» • • 
H 1,093 1.108 [10,17] 
F 1.384 t423 X.43 [ H ] 
01 1.781 [383 1.791 - 1.803'*' 2.055 [38] 2.03 i3lt 
Br 1.939 [38] 1.98 [ l ] 2.209 [38] 2.24 [6] 
I 2.159 [39] 2.14 [ l ] 2.433 [43] 2.46 [7] 
OOH 1.459 [40] 1.495 [19] 
OT 1.458 [41] 1.495 [ l 9 ] 
... 
... ... 
+ This data is from the present work, that of 2eil et al« 
and Itide and Jen. 
t She -K OSiC angle is assumed to be tetrahedral angle. 
References are given in brackets. 
32. 
5, WJOIfSH YIBRAIIOHAX. SSBAgES 
10 Xdde and Mfumor haTo dl80U6»ed ^Q equill^riisa 
oonflgaration of trlmethyXaiBise» as belonging to 0 , 
syrtmetry* further* t h e i r analyses of the speotra of other 
Similar moleoules ' ^, supported by the faot that the 
degenerate v ibra t ional s t a t e s exhibit ^ - type doubling* 
show that (OH-),iB type of molecules also belong to 0«^ 
point group. A molectLLe of t h i s type having 14 atoms* 
has 36 fundamental modes of vibrationp of ixdiioh 8 are of 
speoies A. t 4 of species Ag and the other 12* doubly 
degenerate modes belonging to the 5 speoies^^* Sobin 
has solleoted the r e s u l t s of many e a r l i e r norlcers i n 
22«»2fi 
infrared and Eamaa Speotrosoopy and has reported all 
the fundamental frequenoiest except those associated with 
the torsional modes '^'^2,2 ^^ ^24 "^  ^^^ ^^ common 
Tert•butyl chloride. Shese frequencies are reproduced in 
24 (Cable 7 for oonvinienoe* Sheppard ^ has given an estimated 
value of less than 500 cm for the frequency of the 
tors ional modes» She non^degenerate tors ional mode V . „ 
i s both infrared and Raaaan inact ivet vMXo the doubly 
degenerate tors ional mode ^^ 24 ^^ active i n both. But* 
no value for t h i s fundts&ental has been so far reported. 
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—1 The value of nearly 300 om for the f r e^eno ies of thee© 
modes la found ito Itm i n good a^eement with the Tuluea 
obtained in siniilar molecules from in tens i ty measurements 
10 11 
of the s a t e l l i t e l ines i n the microwave spectrum • • 
^hereforet the Boltsmann factor assooiated with t h i s order 
of frequency wi l l he large enou^ to give fa i r ly good in ten-
s i t i e s for the microwave spect ra l l i n e s i n the excited vib-
ra t ional s t a tes ( at l e a s t for v » 1 ) even at ordinary 
temperatures i^300^K), Similarly for the other modes 21 Q 
^22 "^^ ^ ^23 w^^*^ ^^^® enough population for the micro-
wave spectral l i ne s to be observed in the excited s t a t e s , 
the i n t e n s i t i e s being lower than those belonging to the 
tors ional s ta tes* 
6« ASSIOMBHai Of SATBLLIIE I^ XKES 
She s a t e l l i t e l i nes in each t r ans i t i on of the four 
isotopio species studied, have been observed for the f i r s t 
t ime. She speotrum has been recorded at two temperatures, 
one at ^300°K and the other at ^2^3^^ She re la t ive 
in tens i ty measurements from the recordings of these t r a n s i -
tioxis have been made* She frequency of the skeletal rooking 
mode i P )t and that of the frame work deformation modes 
( 5 ^ sad 6^) are known from the Eaman speotmam and hence a e 
t Shese notations are as given by Lide and Mann [ll]. 
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the assignment of the lines belonging to these nodes were 
made first* As the torsional states (T^ aid T^) hove the 
lowest energies* the strongest of the satellite lines are 
assigned to these in the singly excited mode, fhese 
assignments are oonsistant with earlier ohservations on 
similar moleculeSf Itor, the line assigned to the T^ ^ state 
has a higher frequency than that assigned to the T^ state 
and both are on the low frequency side of the grotmd state 
line. fhe t. state shows a dear case of ^- type doubling. 
A detailed study of £- type doubling could nott however, be 
made, because all the Z^ type doublets have not been com^ 
pletely resolved. But, from the pattern, it is foimd that 
most probably the first order doubling (K « i •» 1 1) lias 
been resolved • A tentative estimation of tne %^ value 
of 6.04 from these two lines assigned to the £- type doub-
lets belonging to K « ^  » 4: 1, seems to be of the right 
order and agrve well with those obtained in similar mole-
cules 7qualltatively. She assignments made hav^ e been 
shown in Fig. 8. 
Assignments have been done only in the case of the 
isotopic species {OH^)«o'^01* In the case of (0H,)~0^'01 
only one transition has been observed and cheolcing of the 
assignments will not be possible. Henceo no assignm^at 
of the satellite lines observed in this species has been 
done* In the deuterated species, however, the relative 
intensity measurements could not be made, as these recordings 
5^ 
have not been obtained with unambiguouely fixed base line. 
All the assigned line frequencies for the {Q3^)jy^01 
moleoule are given in Sable TI. 
TABIiE YI 
Assignment of some of the satellite lines in(0H^)^0^^01 
Assignment Frequency i n Mo/seo. 
J » 4 -* 5 J « 5 ^ 6 
(a r ) 50,170,14 56,210.87 
^a 50,148.7 56,177*5 
^e 50,080 .6 56,095.5 
^e 50,057.8 56,060.2 
^ 
50,200.9 56,248.1 
h 50,290.0 (a) - ( b ) -
^^M 50,109.2 (a) 56,124.0 (a) 
£,(•) 50,049.5 (a) 56,065.1 (a) 
(a) These assignments are tentative. 
(b) Hot observed. 
The available data on the intensity IMasurements 
could not permit a reasonable assignment of the satellite 
lines completely. The unassigned lines in this species 
might probably be due to the rotational transitions in the 
excited vibrational states representing either overtones 
of the low lying fundamentals or combinations of them. 
s? 
I t mlgjat be emphaslssed here, tha t the assignments of those 
s a t e l l i t e l i nes made her*, are the most probable ones. 
The vibrat ional frequencies determined from the re la t ive 
in tens i ty measurements are 
••1 forsional modes x^t •)>^2 * 220 + 20 ©m * 
Tgi ^24 " ^^® - ^ ^ 
Skeletal rooking mode P^; ')>2% • 300 + 30 ma 
Pramenork deformation ^ 
iode 6^: i>Q» 370 + 20 om'"'^  
As seen from fable VI, the frequency for the 6^ mode 
could not be determined to the same aoouraoy as that in 
others , for, only one t r ans i t i on corresponding to t h i s 
mode i . e . i n J «• 4 *> 5, has been observed and hence, a 
checking of the re la t ive in tens i ty measurement for t h i s 
t r ans i t i on could not be done. So, t h i s €UEisignment i s only 
t en t a t i ve . She values for the p^ and 6_ modes agree 
9 a 
fairly well with those obtained by a study of the Haaaan 
spectrum ( of. fable V )• fhe fundamental frequencies for 
the torsional modes are well within the upper limit set 
24 for them by Sheppard and they are comparable with the 
fundamental torsional frequecies obtained in similar 
molecules • 
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7. INIEBHii HOTATIOH IK TER2. BUTYL OHLORIIB 
i i i i i i i i i i ' •• I — — - • • — — \ - ~ \ — • — 
28 Lin and Swalen has roriowed the study of in ternal 
ro ta t ion from mxoroware speotroseopy* Lide and Hann , 
using a model in v^iioh the three methyl groups are attaohed 
to a r ig id freuse work, so that eaoh top has a single degree 
of freedom for ro ta t ion about i t s symmetry ax i s i , assuming 
the torsions to he singly ezoited and u t i l i z i n g the enlrrgy 
oaloulations on the basis of thermodynamic properties* as 
given by Pit.er and Q,rtmi*5, for the«JH,),« typ. ol 
moleoules, has given a method of arriving at the harrier 
height hindering torsional vibrations of the methyl groups. 
She theoretical oonsiderations» as given by Lide and Hann» 
are reproduoed here in brief, for the sake of completeness• 
fhe potential energy of the molecule in terms of 
the angles representing the orientations of the three tops 
with respect to the frame work, in the same notations as 
that of Lide and Mann, is given by 
3 
- V^  ^ oos3<p3^  C0S392 ^^^^'^•^ ^ V4l^sin3<ipj^ain39^ 
• V5 1200839^ 8in39. sin39j£ , 
where V^  i s the v ibra t ional energy i n the r ig id rotor and 
T ' S are the hindering potentials* fhe assumed symmetry of 
of t h i s type of moleoule, namely 0,^, has eliminated several 
terms from the po ten t i a l , fhe Vj^  term represents the three 
SJ 
independent sinuaoidal potential 'barriers, provided the 
potential energy of each methyl group ia independent of 
the other two. The remaining texms represent the inter-* 
actions among the three groups* Even the Tg term has heen 
found to be small by a factor of 100 or more compared to 
the \ term^. Using this potential form, Llde and Mann 
have given expressions fCr the torsional frequencies in 
tezms of the interaction constants. They arei 
^a "^f 2r^ (K • 2I.)1 
• VT 2 r (K - L )3 
e 
nhere 
K - (9/2) ( Y^ • 2?2 + Vj ), 
i • (9/2) ( V^+ V5 )• 
She reduced moments of inertiat I. and I^ are given hy 
a e 
e^ • \ [ ^  • ^ 'V^z^ "^ ^^ ^ ^' 
in lAlch I^ is the moment of inertia of the methyl group 
about its symmetry axis, I, and I^ are the moments of 
inertia of the entire molecule about the corresponding 
principal axes ( of. Fig, 4 ) and a is the angle between 
the top axis and the z axis* 
<oO 
The reoiprooal reduoed momenta of i n e r t i a , f^  ®** T t^ ^OT 
(OE-)-C^^Ol, have the values 5»5302 am"*^  and 5»417g om 
pepeotively. These along with the frequenoiee ^^ and <^. 
a e 
oiJtained for the modes %^ and t^ give the values of th« 
hazmonic potential oonstants K end !>• They aret 
X m 5820 om"^ and L « -980 oa • 
The ha r r i e r h e i ^ t hindering the torsional motions of the 
t o p . , T^ - (2/9) K , then has e ™i™ of 1290 <»- l . I h i . 
value of the ba r r i e r height i s oomparahle with the values 
obtained by Lide and Mazm in similar moleoulesi 1360 om 
in {GE^)^(m and 1500 aaT^ in {OE^)j(Si0 
The re la t ive in tens i ty measures^nts oarried out are 
subjected to the following e r r o r s . The unresolved ooirpo-
nents of ^ - type doubling i n the oase of degenerate modes 
and the mixing up of the l i n e s with the Stark oomponents 
of the neighbouring l i n e s make the re la t ive in tens i ty 
measurements only approximate. Verdier and Wilson^® have 
pointed out the l imi ta t ions in suoh in tens i ty measurements. 
Considering the l imi ta t ions of suoh re l a t ive in tens i ty 
measures»snts» the er ror in the frequenoy determination i s 
of the order of 20 om~^  and that in the ba r r i e r height i s 
about 15 per oent* 
t <^ c^ ,= ^vQ. ; u^e - ^:^^ 
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OHAPSSE XT 
MIOBOVAtB S?£0a!HOK Of SEIOHXtOBDAOSSOiriSBIIS t 
Zhfi mierowsvtt apeetra of different isotopio epeolea 
of trlohlowaoetonitrtle - a'^ OX^Cai, Q^hl^^'^OXGlS, 
0550x5*^012^ and Q^^hl^QS - i a the region 20,000 "to 
40• 100 Mo/me. hare l>een studied %otli at room temperattire 
(^30^0 ) and at freeaizig i&ixture or dry ioe temperature. 
?rom the measurement a of tlie 1 . iralues of the STmmetrio 
top speoles, assuming the Q"^ and 0->ir t>ond dietanoesy tlie 
other two struotural parameters hare lieen determined* 
Shey aret 
%-01 * 1.771 A 
4. 01-0-01 « no® 4* 
t Shis iporlc has already heen puhliahed by the author in 
;roo. Ind. Aoad. Soi . , j ^ , ^9 (1961)» a reprint of lAiioh 
i s attaohed at the end. 
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(>5 
Site i&lorowinre speotxtsa of -txiobloroaoetonitxile was 
reported earlier l»y Soil aad ffroms^er and by Baker* 
JeBklna» Sexixiy aad Sugden # Zeil aad ffroiraer obserred 
the tranaitlozuEi J » 6 4 7 and 8 <^  9 for tlie O^^OX«Oir moleoule 
aad oaloulated tbe C-0 bond distazioe» aastming the other 
three paraaetera* fhe aoourady of neMmreaent of the llxm 
freqaenoiea by them» was reported to be j; 10 Ho/aeo* Baker 
et al«, norkiag In the region 16|000 to 27>000 Me/aee.* 
reported four linea oorreaponding to the transitions 
J « 4 ^ 5 t o 7 ' ^ d o f O^^Ol-OH and also a few lines eorrea-^ 
ponding to the transition JT > 6 ^ 7 of the alightly aifaBBetrio 
top speoiea o'^lg^'OlOT, 
She siioroware spectra of heavy aoleoules like 001«0H 
lAiioh hare low lying TibrationaL states^ beoome oomplioated 
as the lines dae to the rotational transitions in the 
exoited "vibrational states will appear with good intensity 
and also may orerlap with the lines in the groiind state. 
As the earlier workers did not oonsider the possibility 
of the presenoe of lines in the exoited vibrational states^ 
it appeared that a reinvestigation of the speotrum at room 
temperature as well as at a lower temperature would be 
necessary to identify properly the lines in the ground 
state from those in the exoited vibrational states. tChe 
spectrum of the other symmetric top isotopio species* 
6^ 
0^^01,0H was not obserred earlier* A detezminatlpn of 
the B yaltt* of this along nitJi that of C'^ '^ Ol.Oll is 
expected to enable one "to determine the strtiotural parang* 
tera more aoeuratel^ than otherwise* Sh^trefore, a reinres-
tigation of the miorowave speotra of different isotopio 
speoies of triehloroaoetonitrile was undertaken and the 
results obtained are reported in this 0hapter« 
She sample of triohloroaoetonitriXe is prepared 
starting from triohloroaoetio asid by the method desoxibed 
by Pieree^*^* 3!riohloroaoetio aeid is taken in absolute 
aloohol and dry BOX rapour is passed into it, i^en the 
ester gets separated from water»aloohol mixture* 
OCIl^aOGH * O2H5OH -I2i^ OOljOOOCgH^ 4- HgO 
She ester is separated* washed throughly and to it is 
added oonoentrated «»onia at 0« 0, when the amide is 
formed* 
0** 0 OOljOOOOgHg • KB- '"" ^> CCa^ OOSHg • OgHgOH. 
She amide i s f i l tered pfSt waidied i n hot water sad Taouum 
dried* I t i s then mixed well with phosphorous pentoxide 
and d i s t i l l ed under reduced pressure* She d i s t i l l a t e oon" 
tainixig the triehloroaoetonitrile i s fractionally d is t i l l ed . 
COljOOHHg fe-2-^ OCl^OH H^  HgO. 
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!Eb,6 iDlddle fraetlozi I s rea t l sad i n eaoh suoh dlstllXatlozi 
and l^afore uslxig I t for th& study of the speotrum, the 
saaple i s far ther purif ied b^ r r e d i s t i l l a t i o n . She hoi l ing 
point of t r ioh loroaoe toni t r i l e i s 83 - 84** 0 a t 760 am of 
meroury pressure. 
fhe Bpeotrum has heen studied i n the region 2O»O0O to 
40,100 Uo/90e»f with a 100 £o Stearic modulation speetrograph, 
a l r e e ^ desoribed i n Chapter I . fhe speotrum has been 
observed both at room temperature {^ 50® C ) and a t freea-
ing mixture or dry ioe temperature* She width and the shape 
of the l i n e s were great ly improved at the lower temperatures 
used, fhis enables one to dist inguish the ro ta t iona l 
t r ans i t ions i n the ground vibrat ional s t a t e from those in 
the exoited vibra t ional s ta tes* 
She moleoule 001«CIH i s a symmetrio top belonging t o 
the point group 0«^» hacving twelve fundamental modes of 
v ibra t ion . She fundamental ^Q has the frequenoyj 165 om • 
Beoause of a large Boltsoiaain factor for t h i s freguenoy* an 
appreciable number of moleoules miji^t be expected to be 
i n the exoited vibrat ional s t a t e Vg « I t even a t room 
temperature^. Bnou^ population m i ^ t also be expected i n 
the excited s t a t e Vg » 2, to give f a i r ly good intense 
l ines to be observed. Sherefore» i n the ptfjpe ro ta t ional 
spectrum of t h i s mibleouley t r ans i t ions i n the ground as 
Fig. 1, Recording of the J = 11 -^  12 transition 
in G^^C1,CN. ( Freezing mixture temp*) 
6S 
well as la the low lyiiig exeited states oould be observed 
STen at room temperattzre. At xooa temperature, the lines 
were qttite broad a M most of them showed three oomponents» 
the oeatral one being the most Intense* As the oell was 
Qooled by freeslng mixtture« the oon^nent on the lower 
frequeney side of the central one beesme stronger aad the 
one on the high fre<|Qienoy side beeame q.\ilte weak and \m-
obserrable at the temperature of dry loe, tdille the 
oentral eompon^mt beoime weaker than the one on the lower 
frequ^^ney aide of It. Benoe, two of Idbe three lines observed 
for eaoh transition have bsen assigned to the molecules In 
the excited vibrational states Tg « 1 and T Q « 2* Howerert 
when only two components were observed, the one on the low 
frequency side became more intense at lower temperature 
^Bd it was therefore taken as belonging to the molecules 
V the ground state "^ g *" 0, idiile the other was taken as 
nglng to the molecules in the excited state Vg *> 1. 
^cording of the transition J » 11 i-^  12 of Cl^%l-Cnf 
vlng mixture temperature, showing the lines corres* 
' Tg * 0> 1 and 2 states is shown in Fig* i. 
7he . 'ies of the observed lines in the ground state 
are given ble X, while those in the excited vibrational 
states are giv. in faSole XI, for all th«t isotopio species 
studied. She error Involved in the frequency measurements 
because of the broadness of the lines is probably around 
^1.0 Ho/sec* 
6$ 
TKBM I 
?reqa«n<il»a of -fehe ol>aeryed tjfaagitloiia in the groima state'*' 
Xsotoplo Sranaitioii Freoue&ey 
Speeies J »4 J 4 1 Ho/seo* 
0'%1-0H 5 ••11^ 6 20>009«2 
^ 6 * ^ 7 23,343.7 
7 • ^ 8 26,674.5 
8 ^ 9 30,009.2 
9 ^ 10 33,346.5 
10 ^  U 36,681.9 
11 
" ^ 
12 40,050.0 (a) 
o'^oxg^'^oicar 6 - ^ 7 23,111.9 
7 - ^ 8 26,394.8 
8 - ^ 9 29,695*1 
9 - ^ 10 32,999.9 
10 -«^ 11 36,301.8 
11 
- ^ 
12 39,600.0 (a) 
o550x57o3^|^ 7 ••M^ 8 26,U5.9 
8 • ^ 9 29,400.0 (a) 
9 — ^ 10 32,650.0 (a) 
1§ - ^ U 35,900.0 (a) 
U ^ 12 39,150.0 (a) 
©'"^oijcar 7 ^ 8 35,818.5 
8 • ^ 9 29,050.0 (a) 
9 - ^ 10 32,279.5 
10 
- ^ 11 35,499.4 
•¥ She error in meaured frequenoies are j^ 1.0 Ue/eeo unleea 
othendse stated. 
(a) Frequenoiea measured with a oavlty waremeter (± 20 Mo/see) 
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lABlS I I 
fr«guenol«8 of the l i n e s observed i n the exeited vibrational 
'l^^ffff^t 
Zaotopio 
speoles 
Transition 
J —> J • 1 
i n 
• Q « 1 
i n 
• g « 2 
Ho/seo* Ho/seo. 
o'^OljOH 5 -^ 6 20,017.1 20,028.9 
6 - ^ 7 23,355.2 — . 
T —^  8 26t691.9 26,705.4 
8 - t 9 30,027.4 30,035.0 
9 ""^  10 33f363.7 
JtrW "^ "^  11 36^701.7 • 
o'^oigFoiOH 6 --> 7 23»127.3 • . -
Y -^ 8 26,426.0 ,—« 
10 •«» 11 36,335.2 ~ 
o'^ oi^ '^ oig^^ 7 -i 8 26,142.3 ««M»<M» 
•I- fh« error in measured frequencies im.^ 1.0 Mo/seo. unless 
othervdse stated. "" 
7/ 
2 
Bak«r •% al*» repoirted lines at 22,914 Mo/seo., 
22,992 M ^ s e o * , 25,055 Ho/seo* and 23»1?8 Mo/seo. and an 
imreaolved group between 23,080 and 23,120 Mo/seo*, wbioh 
they attributed to a aet of aayometrio top tranaitiona of 
the laoleoule o'^lg'^OlOI for the tranaition jr « 6 — ?• 
She firat four of theae were not obaerred in the preaent 
experim«atta« An unreaolyed group between 23,090 and 23,133 
Mo/aeo* waa obaerred, whic^ la probably the saaie as the one 
between 23»080 and 23»120 Mo/aee. reported by Baker et al» 
Ihia group appeared to haye two broad envelopea eaoh of w 
whloh probably hare a number of unreaolyed linea. Xhe 
firat one beoame more inteoiae than the aeoond at lower 
temperat&re* Similar reaulta were obtained for other trana-
itiona of O^^Olg'^OlOI and alao of o'^Ol'^^OlgOT* She ^ y e -
lope haying the maxLmiim intenaity at lower temperature ia 
taken as the one belonging to the soleeule in the ground 
state while the other ia taken as the one belonging to the 
moleoule in the exoited state y^ » !• She resulta obtained 
for these molecules are also inoluded in Sables I and II* 
% e rotational oonstanta B^ for the iaotcpie speoiea 
o'SoijOH ^ o ' T d j O H hare been obtain.* from th. »i»pl« 
relation V » ZB^ ( ^ "f 1 ) as tbs centrifugal stretohing 
constants Dj and D ^ oan be assumed to be negligible, 
sinee their effeets on the speotra oould not be obseryed 
for the lines in the region of the spectrum studied. She 
B^ "v^ues obtained are giyen in Sable III along with the 
7i 
l£ Talues and the oaloulateA B^ aad Z^ valuoa from Him 
determined moleotilar straeture* 
SiBI® IXI 
Botatioaal oonstants and 1$ Yalues for OOl^gg* 
laotopio B^  (ol>8.) B„ (oal*) I^ (ol»8*) X? (oaX«) 
/ / 2 2 
speoies Hfl/aeo. Ho/sec* amu.A aau.A 
o'^OljOH 1»667.3+ 0.2 1,667.6 305.17 303.U 
O^ '^ OljOH l,613.8it 0.2 l t 6 1 4 a 313.22 313.15 
4* mmamtAR sTmowm 
AM osly tipo B^ values for the syiometxlo top apeoies 
hare haea obtained from the present work and as the 
asymmetrlo top lines hare not been resolvedy it was neoessazy 
tolassume two passmete^s to detexmlne the complete straoture 
of the BOleoule. Slnee the isotopio speoies studied iUTolTs 
only the substitution of the ohlorLne isotope»» it was felt 
better to assume the bond distanoes of O'-C and 0-N and to 
determine the other two parameters» namely the 0*01 bond 
length and 0-<?-<ll angle. She 0-H bond distanoe was talcen 
to be 1.158 At a ralue obtained in the oase of similar 
molecules - (m^QS and OF-OH=', as it is known to be 
7^ 
independent of the 8ul}8tltution at the earbon atom. She 
0-0 bond distance is assumed to he 1»46 A as in 
With tOxese parae^eterst the other tiro parameters were 
oalaulated from the observed ij values. Ihis structure 
so obtained is giyen in Sable I7» She 3^ and X^ values 
for the symmetrio top species studiedt have been oalouCLated 
using these parameters and are inoludsd in Sable III. 
SABLE IT 
Molecular structure of Sriohloroacetonitsile* 
^-<ji(^) 4lO-<3-<31 dQ^(A) «0^(A) Methodic 
SMs study 1 . 7 n 108®52» (1.46) (1.158) MWS. 
Zeil et al.[X] (1.767) (110®24')"^ 1.47 (1.158) H W S . 
Baicer etaL*[2] (1.77 ) 109*^56 • ^ 1.46 (1.158) MWS. 
Jans St al*[6] 1.761 U 2 ° 1.48 (1.158) Sh. 
Iiivingstcn 
e t a l . [7] 1.765 109*^50» 1.465 1 . 1 6 B ED. 
+^Shis an^e refers to 01*0-G1 and not C«-0-Cl. 
% MWS - Eiorowave 8pectrosoopy> Sh. - themodynamices and 
BD - electron di f f rac t ion. 
Assumed parameters are giren in ( ) and references are 
given in [ 3. 
7^ 
aserumixig the Xhxee parameterst 
%-03» ^-H *^* angle 01-0-011? gave the Talue of the 0-0 
2 bond distenee as 1.47 A. Baker et al«f ^ t h the B Talus 
<if O'^ X^-x^ Hf the sompttted Tslues of At B and 0 for the 
s l ightly csyametrio top speeleB - o'^Olg''OlOH - and the 
asstimdd paraoeter dg^» suggested the struoture as s 
^«C " ^*^^ ^* ^ - 0 1 ** '^ •'^ ^ ^ * 
aiM e^ 01-0-Cl « 109**56» and d^ j^j « (1.158 A). 
fhese data are Inoluded In f ahle IV for oompartsin* Siie 
struobural paraaeters determined by earlier workers using 
theriBodynanio and eleotron diffraotion' methods are 
also inoluded in the table. 
5. Tm OOXg SgRUQgPHB 
She 0-01 bond distanoe of 1*771 A obtained heret in 
t»^ohlozoacetonitrile» agrees well within escperimental 
error with the 0-01 bond distanoe in similar moleovles 
like ohlorofontf^^ ( OOl^H ), 1.1.1 •triohloroethane'^^'^•'• 
( OOl^OH.), fluorotriOhioromethane ( 001.f ) and ohloro-
piorin^^ ( 001,902 )• Similar is the ease fi^ r the 01-0^01 
angle* It can be seen from the wozk of the earlier reee-
arohers^*^* ^^^ that the 0-f bond distanoe and ani(le 
?-0-IP a3re unalteired on substitution at the earbon atom in 
the different moleoules oontaining 09, group* She 0-01 
bond distanoe and angle 01-0-01 in different moleoules 
rs 
containing OCX, gsroup as ««1X as the O^F liond length and 
angle J"^-^ in various moleoules oontaiiidng 0?« group are 
giren in Scible 7. 
fAB£B T 
3trttoti>re of Og3L» and Of^  ^ ^ a p s in different atoleoitleg 
00 Xij* OPjX * 
a^^^ ^ 01-0-01 fief. 
(A) (A) 
-4[ P-0-f Bef. 
E 1.767 110°24* [xo] 1.522 108^45' 1 :io] 
P 1.76 109**40» [12] • • « . • • « • • 
01 • • • • • • • • • 1^328 ( 108® ) 1 ;i4] 
Br 1 t . . . 1.330 ( 108** ) 1 : 9] 
I t % • * • 1.32 ( 108® ) 1 : 9] 
OH 1.771 U 0 ° 4 ' [pw] 1.335 ( 108° ) ( : 9] 
OH3 1.767 U0^24» [10] X,335 107®52» 1 ;i5] 
OOH 1 * • • • 1.335 107^30» 1 ;x6] 
SO2 1.726 Ul°48» [13]^ 1.525 110° 1 :x8]^ 
P0l4 1 1 . « • 1.34 108°30» 1 :x9]^ 
•f Talues i n partnthsii^s are assumed ones* 
t Ba t a not av a i l able • 0 Ele( 3tron diff raotion data t 
e r ror i n bond lengtlii • 0.05 A and i n anglet ^ 0.7® 
Eleotron diffract ion data* j ^ From Infrared and Raaan 
data. 
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Shaee data on the atruoture of 001« gzoup la different 
laoXeouXesy suggeat that the OOX, struoture la unaltered 
on BUhatitution at the aarbon atcm. furthert It may be 
aeen that the CM3X l»ond In moXeotaea of type OOl^X ia 
aherter than that in methyX ahXorida^ ( 1,761 A ) and 
the angle O3.«0<^ 31 ia different froa the tetrahedral angle* 
liilceieiaet the 0«7 bond in different moleoulea oontaining 
Of. group ia Bhorter Hhan in aethyl fluoride ( 1«?84 k ) 
and the angle f<-<S*F ia smaller than the tetrahedral angle* 
dhoi^t Srambarolo and Gordjr^* nhile diaouasing the atrae* 
turea of fluorfoxm and ohlorofozmt hove explained the 
differenoea in anglea between C^<-0*O1 and tetri^ tiedral angle 
on the baflda of the larger siae of the ohlorine atom whieh 
oanaea a repulaion of the ohlorine atoma* Beoanae of thiat 
the angle 01-0^1 is larger than 109^28** Similar ia the 
oaae in Bromofoxm and Iodoform ^» fhe X*C-Z anglea ( Z 
refera to a halogen atom ) in HOF,, B@01«» HOBr. and HOI. 
are reapeotively 108*8**, UO.i**, 110.8** and 115.0*^. 
She angle inoreaaea fdth the inereaae in alee of the 
heaogen atom, aa would be ezpeoted beoauae of the Taa der 
Waala repulaion, iivhioh ia greatet for tiro halogens than 
for a halogen atom and hydrogen atom* In the moleoulea 
oontaining 0C1« group, the ahortening of the C«<ll bond 
from that in methyl ohloride is attributed to the double 
bond ohaaraoter of the 0*01 bond, ahioh ia more in 0 0 1 ^ 
than in C^Ol* Similar ia the oaae in moleoulea of the 
type ^' HSiOl^ and H^SiOl. 
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ABSTRACT 
The microwave spectra of different isotopic species of trichloro-
acetonitrile—CCIg^^CN, CCla^^Cl^ 'CN, CCl^scia^'CN and CClg '^CN—in 
the region 20,000-40,100 Mc./sec. have been studied both at room tem-
perature and at low temperature. From the measurements of Bo values of 
the symmetric tops, assuming the C-C and C-N bond distances, the 
other two parameters are determined. They are: C-C1=1-771A, 
C-C-Cl == 108" 52'. 
INTRODUCTION 
THE microwave spectrum of CCI3CN was reported earlier by Zeil and 
Pfrommeri ^u^j ^y gaker, Jenkins, Kenny and Sugden'. Zeil and Pfrommer 
observed the transition J = 6->7 and 8-^9 for the CClsf* CN molecule and 
calculated the C-C bond distance by assuming the other three parameters. 
The accuracy of their measurement of the lines was reported to be 
±10Mc./sec. Baker et al, worked in the region 16,000—27,000 Mc./sec. 
and reported four lines corresponding to the transitions J = 4—>-5 to 7->S 
of CCI3** CN and also a few lines corresponding to the transition J = 6-»-7 
of the slightly asymmetric top CCla^^CP'CN. The microwave spectra of 
heavy molecules like CCI3CN which have low lying vibrational states^ become 
complicated as the lines due to the rotational transitions in the excited states 
will appear with good intensity and also may overlap with the lines in the 
ground state. As the earlier workers did not consider the possibility of 
the presence of lines in the excited vibrational states, it appeared that a 
reinvestigation of the spectrum at room temperature as well as at lower tem-
perature would be necessary to properly identify the lines in the ground state 
from those in the excited states. The spectrum of other symmetric top 
• Council of Scientific and Industrial Research Junior Research Fellow. 
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isotopic species—CClg '^CN was not observed earlier. A determination 
of the BQ value of this along with that of CCls^ ^CN is expected to enable one 
to determine the molecular parameters more accurately than otherwise. 
Therefore, a reinvestigation of the microwave spectra of different isotopic 
species of CCI3CN was undertaken and the results obtained are reported 
in this paper. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
The sample of CCI3CN was prepared starting from trichloroacetic acid 
by the method described by Pierce.^- * It was first distilled under low pressure 
from the mixture of trichloroamide and phosphorous pentoxide and later 
fractionally distilled. Before finally using it in the experiments, the sample 
was further purified by redistillation. 
A 100 Kc. Stark Modulation Spectrograph/ with a 10^ ft. brass X-band 
Stark Cell made in the manner described by McAfee, Hughes and Wilson,^  
was used to study the spectra of CCI3CN. Line frequencies were measured 
using known appropriate spectral lines as secondary standards, details of 
measurements being the same as those given elsewhere.' The line width and 
shape were greatly improved by cooling the cell either with freezing mixture 
or with dry ice. This enables one to distinguish the rotational transitions 
of the ground state from those of the excited vibrational states. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The molecule CCI3CN is a symmetric top having 12 fundamental modes 
of vibration. The fundamental vg has the frequency 163 cm.-^ » Therefore, 
even at room temperature enough molecules can be expected to be in the 
excited states. At room temperature the lines were quite broad and most 
F K 3 . ] . 
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of them showed three components, the central one being the most intense. 
As the cell was cooled, the component on the lower frequency side of the 
central one became stronger and the one on the higher frequency side became 
quite weak, sometimes even unobservable. Hence, two of the three hnes 
observed for each transition have been therefore, attributed to the molecules 
in the excited vibrational states Ug = 1 and v^ = 2. However, when only two 
components were observed the one on the low frequenccy side became more 
intense at low temperature and it was therefore taken as belonging to the 
molecule in the ground vibrational state while the other was taken as belonging 
to the molecule in the excited state vg = I. The recording of the transition 
J = 1 1 ^ 2 of CCls^CN showing the lines corresponding to tJg = 0, Ug = 1 
and Ug = 2 is shown in Fig. 1. The frequencies of the lines observed for the 
ground vibrational state are given in Table I while those for the excited states 
TABLE I 
Frequencies of the observed transitions in the ground state 
Isotope Transition Frequency 
Mc./sec. 
CClj^CN 5-^6 20,009-2 
6->7 23,343-7 
7-^8 26,674-5 
8->9 30,009-2 
9->10 33,346-5 
10->11 36,681-9 
11->12 40,050-0* 
CCl2''5Cl"CN 6->7 23,111-9 
7-^8 26,394-8 
8-^9 29,695-1 
9->10 32,999-9 
10-^11 36,301-8 
11-^12 39,600-0* 
ca 'sCljS'CN 7-^8 26,115-9 
8->9 29,400-0* 
9-^10 32,650-0* 
10-^11 35,900-0* 
11^12 39,150-0* 
CQgS'CN . . 7->8 25,818-5 
8-^9 29,050-0* 
9-^10 32,279-5 
10->11 35,499-4 
• Frequencies measured with a cavity wavemeter (± 20 Mc./sec.). 
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are given in Table 11. The error involved in the measurements is probably 
around ±l-OMc./sec. 
TABLE II 
Frequencies of the lines observed in the excited states 
Isotope Transition 
in 
V 8 = 1 
Mc.j sec. 
in 
Mc./sec. 
CCV'CH 5^6 20,017-1 20,028-9 
6-»7 23,353-2 
7->8 26,691-9 26,705-4 
8^9 30,027-4 30,035-0 
9->10 33,363-7 
10->11 36,701-7 
CCla'^Cl^CN 6->7 23,127-3 
7-^8 26,426-0 
10-^11 36,335-2 
CCl=«Cla8'CN .. 7-»8 26,142-3 
Baker et al.,^ reported lines at 22914, 22992, 23055 and 23138 Mc./sec. 
and an unresolved group between 23080 and 23120 Mc./sec. which they 
attributed to sets of diflferent asymmetric top transitions of the molecule 
CCla'^ ^CP'CN for J = 6^7. The first four of these were not observed in 
the present experiments. An unresolved group between 23090 and 23135 
Mc./sec. was observed, which is probably the same as the one between 23080 
and 23120 Mc./sec. reported by Baker et al. 't'his group appeared to have 
two broad envelopes, each of which probably have a number of unresolved 
lines. The maxima of these are at 23112 and 23127 Mc./sec. The first 
one became more intense than the second at low temperature. Similar results 
were obtained for other transitions of CCla^^CP'CN and also of CCP^ci^a'CN. 
The envelope having the maximum intensity at low temperature is taken as 
the one belonging to the molecule in the ground state while the other is taken 
as the one belonging to the excited state. The results obtained for these 
molecules are also included in Tables I and II. 
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The rotational constants Bo for the molecules CCla^ ^^ CN and CClg^CN 
have been obtained from the simple equation v = 2 B^ (J + 1) as the centri-
fugal stretching constants Dj and DJK can be assumed to be zero since their 
effect on the spectra could not be observed for the lines measured. The BQ 
values are given in Table TIT. 
TABLE III 
Rotational Constants and /°i, Values 
Isotope Bo(obs.) Bo(caI.) I%(obs.) I%(cal.) 
Mcjsec. Mc./sec. amuA* amuA^ 
CCla^ ^CN 1,667-3 ±0-2 1,667-6 303-17 303-11 
CCl3»'CN 1,613-8 ± 0 - 2 l,614-\ 313-22 313-15 
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
Zeil and Pfrommer,^ assuming the three parameters C-Cl, C-N and 
angle C-C-Cl, gave the value of C-C as 1-47 A. Baker et al.,^ with the 
B value of CClj^^CN, the computed values of A,B, C for the CCl^^^CF' and 
the assumed distance of C-N suggested the structure as C-N = (1 -158 A), 
C-C = 1 -46 A, C-Cl = 1 -77 A and angle Cl-C-Cl = 109° 56'. The structure 
had also been determined by thermodynamic® and electron diffraction* 
methods. 
TABLE IV 
Molecular Structure 
C-Cl (A) C-C-Cl C-C (A) C-N (A) Ref. 
This study 1-771 
Zeil et al. (1-767) 
Baker et al. (1 -77) 
Janz et al. 1-761 
Rao, C. N. R. . . 1-765 
108° 52' (1-46) (1-158) 
(110° 24')* 1-47 (M58) 
109° 56'* 1-46 (1-158) 
112° 1-48 (1-158) 
109° 30' 1 -46., l-16s 
» This angle refers to CI-C-CL 
The parameters given in brackets are the assumed values. 
1 
2 
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As only two B,, values for the symmetric top species were measured and 
as the asymmetric top lines were not resolved, it v/as necessary to assume two 
parameters to determine the complete structure of this molecule. As the 
isotopic species studied involve only the substitution of chlorine isotopes, 
it was felt better to assume the bond distances of C-C and C-N to determine 
the other two—C-Cl and angle C-C-Cl. The C-M bond distance was taken 
to be I • 158 A, a value obtained in the case of similar molecules,^<'' " as it 
is known to be considerably independent of the substitution at the C atom. 
The C-C distance is assumed to be 1 -46 A as in CH3CN. With these para-
meters, the other two were calculated and are given in Table IV along witli* 
those obtained by earlier workers. The B^ values calculated for the symmetric 
tops CCIg^^CN and CCls^'CN from these parameters are included in Table III. 
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